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Introduction 

By now, we vc all been told many times over the historic importance of the attac 

September 11,2001. They changed us. They altered the course of history. 

This is undeniably true. 

And vet for many of us, 9/11 exists in a sort of fog, or maybe it would be better to 

mist, of assertions, assumptions, wild speculations and incomplete explanations. There 

much we don't know about that day and the months leading up to it, and the years si: 

In the pages that follow, the confusing elements of 9/11 will begin to clear. Un for tun 

they yield a sum even more tragic and terrible than most could have suspected — an 

too consequential to ignore. 

Beginning with reports by veteran federal investigators, we sec that for eighteen me 

preceding 9/11, Saudi intelligence agents harbored and supported the 9/11 hijack 

every conceivable fashion. We will see how the operation was funded, how their ban 

led the hijackers to flight training on Boeing airliners in the Arizona desert, and how 

devised an air attack that defeated the worlds most sophisticated defense system. 

Tfiesc discoveries by FBI held agents were exposed during the first official investig: 

into 9/11, a Congressional Joint Inquiry that w^as conducted back in 2002. Tins comm 

also discovered and reported direct financial and logistical support from top Saudi off 

to the 9/11 hijackers wfliilc they trained in Florida, California and Arizona. 

So what happened to the report? 

According to the Inquiry’s chairman, their final report met a fierce coverup and a bk 

obstruction of justice from the Bush Intelligence Community. The “indisputable" evid 

about the Saudis in the Top Secret version was simply redacted from the declass 

version. 

Among a host of explosive discoveries, the investigators found buried in the Bureaus 

urgent dispatches from FBI field agents to Washington throughout the spring and sutr 

of 2001, reporting that a group of Saudis had traveled to the Arizona desert and war 

that an “inordinate number of individuals of investigative interest” were engaged in fi 

training. One agent reported “an effort to establish a cadre of individuals in civi l avia 

who would conduct future terrorist activity.” But apparently, no one at FBI Headqui 

wTas interested in stopping the plot. 
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mwhile, another group of federal investigators reported to the Inquiry that a Saudi 

with long and intimate ties to U.S. President George W. Bush directly funded die 

[j ackers and that the hijackers'handlers in the U. SThad access to seemingly unlimited 

g from Saudi Arabia.”1"These findings led the inquiry*s chairman to state, “There was 

t line* between the 9/11 hijackers and the government of Saudi Arabia.** 

we follow die hijackers to the desert tor flight training, we see that another unit of 

sh Intelligence Community began setting up a decoy, emphasizing in “Top Secret** 

5 to Washington, a frightening menace posed by some super-terrorist named Osama 

den. They sent a dozen reports up to the president’s advisors, called PDBs, presidential 

riefings, that would serve as proof that Osama bin Laden was planning some sort of 

But when we check these reports, all we find is hearsay, and nothing else, to support 

Turns. Then, as wc will see, in the vulnerable hours immediately after 9/11, while 

ca staggered in a state of profound shock, Bush Intelligence “officials” began pointing 

ion to this ready-made evildoer. 

; barrage of false media reports were so convincing that America forgot our system 

:ice. In our haste, our rush to judgement, America was led to believe in torture, 

idicial executions, media trials and military tribunals. 

t in a closer examination of this supposed super-terrorist and his organization, all 

d are relatively crude bombings and decapitations of hostages. The suggestion that 

a bln Laden, single handedly or through his lieu tenants, had leaped from car bombs 

rtal defeat of all elements of United States national security, with an air raid based 

coordinated midair hijacking of four airliners, is preposterous. As we will see from a 

etc analysis of the hijackers* tactical plan, it is not remotely possible. 

a methodical breakdown of the attack using official reports from the National 

partition Safety Board (NTSB), radar recordings from the Federal Aviation 

rustration (FA A) and recovered data from the black boxes,we understand the intensive 

ration, intricate execution and impressive skill needed to accomplish the 9/11 mission, 

ig surprise for everyone who receives their “news’* from the six media conglomerates is 

lis evidence takes us not to some shady terrorist group, but again, to the Kingdom of 

Arabia: funding, logistical support, tactical planners, Boeing airliners, Boeing flight 

etors. it s all here, and it doesn’t end here. 

rtvre focus on the most capable of suspects, we find and examine a series of documents, 

;ned in the late 1990s by top financial supporters and Cabinet members of the future 

Administration. Each of these documents conclude with a plea for an American 

.ry invasion into the Middle East. Suspiciously, one paper in particular outlined a war 

iat mirrors what has actually transpired. Tie authors, who name Dick Cheney as 

inspirational leader, wrote of an intention to transform America after a hypothetical 

: attack described as “a new Pearl Harbor.” In their “New American Century" the 

i S ta te s’ military-intelligence establishment would come to the fore with an aggressive 

ns agenda. 
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Suspiciously enough, the vice presidents former corporation was well positions 

provide missive logistical services to one hundred thousand US. troops for a rebut 

quick deployment. He also fed America a stream of false intelligence about weapoi 

mass destruction, and embellished links between Saddam Hussein and bin Laden dr 

an urgent rush to war. 

Domestically after 9/11,under the guise offighting terrorism,a massive security swee 

swiftly and quietly put the Bush Intelligence Community in control of the FBI and twe 

super-authorities, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the Transport 

Security Agency (ISA). Meanwhile, elements of the Intelligence Community s “sp 

propaganda unit became the exclusive pipeline of false and misleading information t 

American media concerning 9/11, incessantly feeding us un-sourced reports on bin L 

and his alleged operational “mastermind” Khalid Sheikh Mohammed,or KSM. 

This is the big bamboozle: Using the hysteria-inducing codewords “Osama bin L 

and “al Qaeda,” the Bush Intelligence Community has seized control of our most pov* 

government agencies, including the Justice and State Departments, the FBT, TSA 

DHS. On the seal of the United States Intelligence Community, reproduced on the 

of this book, note the circle of sixteen stars which represent sixteen government age 

they now control from the George Bush Center of Intelligence near Washington. O 

the stars represents their conquest of our US. Treasury which has already spent at 1* 

trillion taxpayer dollars on the hunt for Osama bin Laden, the wars that he caused an 

security sweep imposed by the Patriot Act, 

In the pages that follow, wc will see precisely how 9/11 changed our world anc 

because of our false impression of 9/11, the Bush Intelligence Community now effec 

remains in control of every armed authority of our federal government and easily overp* 

the Executive, Judicial and Legislative branches. 

Some might call this a coup. Others may say it's a brave new way of dealing 

a changing world — a radical way of fighting a global war we just cant be trust 

understand. 

Either way, you may finally be able to sec through the mist of deception, the smok 

mirrors, to find our democracy, our constitution and our freedoms in great jeopardy. 



1 

y Smoke 

s Phone would not stoP ringing.1 tried to sleep through rings but I finally surrendered 

adc my way to the phone in my office. Ihere were already fifteen messages. Only the 

cued ulers at United would be so persistent, but I had just returned at midnight from 

day trip up and down the American west coast, seven times no less, from mv base at 

mgeles to San Diego to Seattle, and every major airport in between. I had at least one 

rest coming. I began listening to the great urgencies of the new day. 

st message: “Dude, are you watching this? I’m at the Hclmsley, it’s crazy, call me.” 

tchmg what? 

: ond message: “Honey it’s me, I hope you’re not flying New York this month, This is 
1 lease, please call me. I love you.” 

rd message: “Hey, do you have the TV on? Please call me, I’m worried sick about 

*d a houseful of visitors, all sleeping soundly as chills ran up the back of mv neck, not 

ear but from the love and concern in the voicemail playbacks. I scrolled through the 

2rs, all from the eastern and central time zones, and none from the crew desk. 

■ kid sister and her young family were sleeping in the guest bedroom, visiting — mv 

ny k.ds — 1 knew were there, were fine. Dawn was breaking at 6:20 as I checked the 

and felt sweet Pacific air streaming through our Santa Barbara home. What the hell 
g on? 

Icked on the television and the screen was painting a picture of thick, black smoke 

from a very familiar building, T was just in the Windows of the World restaurant 

days earlier and now a close up showed a gaping hole, five or six stories wide and 

md way up beyond the reach of water canons, an inferno, with dozens of windows 

out from each side of die north tower of World Trade Center. “Holy smoke” was all 

i muster. What die hell? What does this have to do with me? Then I saw it a Boeing 

rafmg Manhattan, down low, at a thousand feet, the dark blue and grey paint of our 

ny. Holy smoke, it was definitely one of our planes. 

vild stupid thought surfaced, 1 thought one of our pilots was trying to get a better 

t the fire —as the plane disappeared behind the building and another camera angle 

up die final bank, not away from danger but straight into the south tower Tie 

: ignited an orange jet-ftcl blast of ten thousand gallons, blowing the building to 

as debris filled the screen. A shock wave hit my shoulders and mv head jumped back 

'diet “Holy smoke.’’The chills returned, this time from head to toe. 
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The phone was ringing again as I too, wondered where all my airline buds were, wl 

ones had just died on this massive public stage, which flight attendants, which base' 

replay continued and again, just like the first time, it banked into the building and ds 

if \ didn’t jump again. It’s impossible, 1 thought, for a pilot, a United Airlines captai 

purposely bank into death with all those souls sitting behind, all trusting his judgir 

Impossible. My God. 

Who would, who could, do this? 

In stunned silence, 1 watched the scene unfold hut was still able to find cognizan 

remembered, through a rush of shock and awe, my work over the previous ten years 

hundreds of hours at this desk, on layovers, studying the new inexorable power that 

invaded America, the bull in the china shop that bad already caused havoc in my career 

an undercurrent of deep mistrust amongst our pilot association* 

The culmination of that research was nearly finished, and because there were so r 

holes in my understanding at the time, it was written as a novel based on my time fly in 

the spooks back in the 1980s. Even before this stunt, there was a sick feeling that Am 

was in deep, deep trouble, that a group, this new Bush Administration, just like th 

Bush Administration, was an incredibly dangerous, brazen bunch of well-connected, 

educated ideologists. They were on a power trip similar to others in world history, but 

as I knew this was the first attempt by what our founders had labeled domestic enem 

overthrow the Constitution and place America under their own absolute power. 

As a former operative in this group s notorious covert missions, including Iran-C 

and the sting on Pablo Escobar, T recognized that this smoke rising over Manhattan i 

add a major piece to my large jigsaw puzzle of evidence* A picture was forming witt 

colors of blood red and gold* There were murders, assassinations and stacks of cash, 

were Wall Street bankers, members of our Congress, lawyers, mobsters, and the k< 

the United States Treasury. The central piece was Iran-Contra and my former po 

within an operation involving arms smuggling and huge financial transfers. Tire re 

cargo planes, a fleet of Learjets and congressional hearings, flhere were two major 

scandals; the savings-and-loan heist and something called BCCI. New pieces inc 

mysterious rolling blackouts, campaign financing, the Enron Corporation and Kcrm 

Lay. There was a stolen Presidential election, Jeb Bush, Kathleen Harris and James 

Over there were guns, an ocean of oil, a Saudi monarchy, covert operations, bio! 

weapons, Executive Branch officials and the world s mightiest military. Tire big p 

was emerging as an empire, with a confederacy of domestic enemies attempting a 

a revolution, against the United States of America. 1 was nearly done, but now, wit 

astounding act, the upcoming hook and all its research might easily,like the criminal 

had studied, fade into obscurity. 

Before the third replay of our Boeing 767 slamming the south tower, I realized th 

stunt was done for political reasons. Oil prices and gold would be affected. Stocks 

crash* Airline labor, all American labor would be affected. Our military would sui 

deployed* 

Shit. Of course. 
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n=ie question remained. Who in the world would they pin this on? Who had the 

«.ty, the expertise to do something anywhere dose to this? For years in the airline 

try. I’d sat through many briefings on terrorist organizations that posed threats to us. 

]_ e hijackings by holding a plastic explosive and forcing a landing were about all wc 

expect but this, actually flying a plane, a Boeing 767, into a Kamikaze ending was off 

' fate would have it, this stunt was executed in my area of expertise, my backyard, the 

rate working space of a United 767 cockpit, a highly technical environment where 

taction, every word spoken and every radio transmission is recorded. 

■ecaU my first warm piece of knowledge on that morning: the fact that these were 

lercral airliners meant that almost every action in this attack would be recorded, 

is to flight data devices on each aircraft, FAA radar recordings and air traffic control 

amissions. One day, 1 thought at the time, we would be able to piece the entire attack 

ner to learn exactly what transpired and who was behind die insanity. Bullshit would 
£E3t so long. 

nicked up the ringing phone. “Phil? Thank God you’re home.” Tt was my first flight 

ctor, my dad, calling from New Orleans. “What the hell is going on?” I told him that 

saw it. there s more planes missing,” he said. 

[oly smoke.” 
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0? 2 

Hie Tactical Plan 

The tactical plan was brilliant. In some areas, it relied on factors beyond anyone's co 

That it succeeded at all is a tribute to someone's careful calculations, and their proviso 

preparation and intensive training. Significantly, for this examination, the attacks ab 

more complex than any terrorist group had ever attempted. 

As we break down the attack, we see a plan so intricately ingenious, and executed 

such precision, that it eliminates assumptions made by U. S. Intelligence officials aboi 

identity of the plotters - the suspects singled out from the start as the perpetrators. 

The 9/11 attack defeated the United States of America to a degree that is ha 

fathom. Beginning with government agencies designed to protect the homeland, v\ 

that the Central Intelligence Agency was defeated; the Federal Bureau of lnves tty 

was defeated. The security measures of the Federal Aviation Administration were defi 

National security advisors, airport security and airline security were defeated. The Ud 

Force and the missile defense system which protects the nations capital were ren 

useless. Tlie world's greatest defense establishment was nullified. 

Post 9/11, the defeats continue. A suspect identified as Osama bin Laden suppe 

eluded our Special Forces - Army Rangers, Navy Seals, Delta Force - for nine year 

cost of 5,000 American lives and a trillion dollars. When we supposedly “found” C 

bin Laden, unarmed, he was not captured or afforded a trial lor the world to see; h 

(allegedly) shot in the head in front of his family before one piece of evidence wa: 

heard. 

Another suspect, captured and lie id at Guantanamo Bay, Khalid Sheikh Mohan 

the alleged “mastermind” of the attack, has not been afforded a trial despite an atterr 

the current U.S. Attorney General and the President of the United States. Those e 

have been derailed by the fear tactics of those in the Intelligence Community who 

that our justice Department can’t be trusted to prosecute him and our penal system 

weak to hold him. The United States of America is afraid to hold a trial. So now, to 

system of justice has been defeated. All of these defeats have been pinned on one 

Osama bin Laden. 

This Is the big bamboozle. 
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3 

Bombers Did What? 

r Bush Administration quickly sold to a stunned nation that Osama bin Laden and 

organized group, something called al Qaeda, had somehow orchestrated the greatest 

ry upset in world history. Before 9/11, al Qaeda's most sophisticated acts of terror 

rnide car and truck bombings, their signature sucker punches. They were also blamed 

mining a rubber boat, crudely laced with explosives into an American destroyer parked 

Tort of Yemen. Tost 9/11, al Qaeda has been blamed for failed attempts by passengers 

d American airlines to ignite a shoe bomb and an underwear bomb. 

■ as we look at the tactical plan, one might ask how any of us bought an explanation 

ur bombers had miraculously leaped to a coordinated aerial attack that completely 

ed the world's mightiest military. 

we refocus on the events of 9/11 itself, from the beginning, we may realize that we 

lirected toward answers and explanations that were flawed from the first. So let's start 
- from the beginning. 

icr recreating the attack, by using official NTSB and FA A transcripts to synchronize 

Light and voice data from the recovered black boxes, we can see that the element of 

allowed the first wave of attack against New York to go unchallenged. But then the 

tage ol surprise was lost. At that point, given that this was a multi-pronged attack 

ing several airliners, every second of delay jeopardized the rest of the mission. 

[hough time is important in any tactical plan, time -Time with a capitalT- was mission- 

1 on 9/11. The delay between the New' York attacks and the strike on the Pentagon, 

ed by the crash of United 93 in Pennsylvania, meant that even though the tactical 

■;rs achieved spectacular successes, in strategic terms the attack experienced major 

Ihcsc flaws go a long way toward exposing a most troubling set of conspirators. 

most all attention concerning 9/11 has been focused on the terrible deeds that the 

accomplished. However, it is at least as important to focus on how the attack was 

icd to unfold, and what it was designed to achieve. 

- conspirators chose four perfect flights to hijack All were scheduled to depart within 

cs of each other from three east coast airports. All were among the first flights of 

orning, and therefore among the least likely to be delayed. Because of unpredictable 

mes at these busy airports, it would be hard to know which plane would hit its target 

eat if things went just right, they might have all hit within minutes if not seconds of 

'ther. An area of great concern for the planners was that delays of any length would 

dize the attack. 
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All four flights had very similar profiles and objectives* Each plane would be com 

from a normal passenger flight to a heavily fueled, guided missile. The takeovers \ 

he planned to transpire close to the targets, so hijackers could initiate a fairly mana£ 

descent rate to the targets before military fighters could intercept. 

The planners chose their flights wisely. Transcontinental flights are heavily fiielc 

routes from the cast to west coast provide predictable courses for plotting the tal 

points. 

The hijackers were trained on one of the few “dual rating” combination aircraf 

Boeing Corporation purposely designed the 767 and 757 with nearly identical coc 

Consequently, airlines like United consider training on the 757 as credit for train! 

the 767 and competency on the 767 converts to competency on the 757. The cockp 

so similar that airlines conduct six-week training courses for their pilots using the 75 

after a relatively short, two-day 767 "differences” course the pilot is also qualified c 

heavier 767. 

The 767 outweighs the 757 by over 100,000 pounds, making the 767 a better airej 

destroy the larger World Trade Center towers* Tie two 767s held around 14,000 g 

at takeoff while the two 757s held around 12,000 gallons of let A fuel. Tic 757s 

strategically better to hit targets like the Pentagon, which only stands 100 feet higj 

smaller 757 has increased maneuverability compared to the wide-body 767s select- 

the World Trade Center targets* Basically, the aircraft selection reveals an expert in av 

matters. 

On 9/11, the initial execution went according to plan. All four airplanes were fully 

and loaded and pushed back from their gates on schedule* American 11 pushed back 

the gate at Boston at 7:50 a.m. United 175 pushed back, also from Boston, at 7:59.1 

93 pushed back from Newark at 8:01 and American 77 pushed back from Dulles A 

near Washington at 8:10. 

At this point, the odds were excellent that all tour planes would be airborne 

a.m., all would reach their windows for takeover by 8:40 and all would he burning 

of their targets within an hour after takeoff By 9:11 a.m. on 9/11 Americans woi 

witnessing, via television screens around the nation, something that would look very 

like Armageddon* 

What actually happened was horrific enough. But consider the impact of 

simultaneous strikes on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon and the destn 

of the Capitol dome, which appears to have been the target assigned to United 92 

was the plan: Americans waking to fire and brimstone with the Capital Building ai 

Pentagon, as well as both World Trade Center towers in Manhattan all engulfed in f 

People would die horribly on live television* By the time the first images were broaden 

attack would have been completely over. 

But that is not what happened. 
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profound as the psychological impact of 9/11 is, the trauma of what was intended 

pen would have ratcheted that impact up to a level that is difficult to conceive or 

te, except to say that it would he capable of producing almost unlimited political 

uences, and for a very long time, 

1 the plan gone as designed, the planners could expect a frantic but fruitless response 

ic LF.S. defenses. By 9:11 on 9/11, Americans would be in a state of profound shock 

il terror. The President ol the United States would give a somber speech from an 

itary school where lie had been showing compassion for America’s students, reading 

icent story to 7-year-olds. It would be obvious that there hadn’t been a damn thing 

Id do after immediately launching waves of lighter jets from Cape Cod to Dover 

:yland to 11 amp toil Roads only to find that the sneak attack was completed and 

g but smoke filled the skies. He would soon identify the evildoers and bravely send 

icrican military into a new, justified era of retaliation. 

it didn’t happen that way 

en the tactical plan is analyzed in aviation terms, it becomes clear that two of the 

lot/hijackers executed the tactical plan to perfection. It is also abundantly clear that 

.1 not. fhey did not just fail by not managing to crash United 93 into the intended 

they tailed to achieve one of the most important goals of the overall mission. They 

because it is the delays, the long duration of the four hijackings, which tends to 

the identity of the real conspirators — meaning not the nominal hijackers, hut 

ssion planners and architects. Die actions, or more accurately, the inaction, of key 

uals within the Executive Branch before, during and after the attacks demonstrated, 

, an inexplicable incompetence. At worst, this was just one part of a plan to replace 

nocraey with a shadow government that was already taking shape. 
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3? 4 

The Joint Congressional Inquiry 

Tt is infinitely important to go back to an investigation, conducted shortly after 

attacks, where the real planners and executioners of 9/11 were clearly exposed. With al 

distractions of terror and war, few Americans realize that in 2002, a Congressional ' 

Inquiry was formed to investigate the 9/11 attack. The investigation was an unprecede 

act by the IIS. Congress. Never before had the two permanent intelligence overs 

committees, one from the House and one from the Senate, collaborated on an invest iga 

Ihe Congressional Joint Inquiry was led by three veteran and dogged investigators 

would find, deeply hidden in the FBI files, a troubling discovery: The hijackers had 

supported, in every conceivable way, by agents of the Saudi Arabian government as 

prepared for the attack. 

From the moment the hijackers arrived on LIS* soil, it is well documented that £ 

Intelligence agents, and employees of the Saudi Civil Aviation authority, provided hoi 

obtained drivers licenses and harbored them* After lying low as a sleeper cell throup 

the year 2000, they would be led to intensive flight training in the Arizona dcse 

December of 2000, which leads to the first plausible explanation of the incredible f 
performance demonstrated on 9/11. Af ter submitting an 800-page report to the Arne 

public, moderate U.S. Senator Bob Graham of Florida, the co-chairman of the Ini 

said, “There was a‘direct line'between the terrorists and the government of Saudi A. 

The Saudi government had provided logistical and financial support to at least two c 

9/11 hijackers while they lived in Southern California/’ [1 ] 

One might think a statement of this magnitude would draw significant media attei 

It didn’t. For some odd reason, the American media wasn’t interested in the 

government being bellind the 9/11 attack. Anytime Saudis were mentioned in the ti 

a great silence and a commercial break would follow* But if the Saudi govern men 

involved in 9/11, this is a fundamental change in our understanding of the attack ar 

past decade of terror. This is a game changer. 

All great investigators will tell you that there arc ground rules that should nc\ 

broken* Never rule anyone out. The “perfect crime” is perpetrated by people we woult 

expect* Following the money is another. The third is focusing on suspects that jusi 

seem to tell the truth. When we consider that 9/11 was an inside job, these rules leac 

Dick Cheney. The remaining question is a big one. How many others were involves 

may never know but we know Cheney was not, could not have been ac ting alone* 

As you will sec over and over in this book, the Bush White House has gone tc 

lengths to hide the Saudi execution of the a track. Led by the American Vice Prc^ 

the Intelligence Community was allowed to tamper with the inquiry’s report be: 
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eleased as a declassified document. They redacted 28 pages that dealt with the 

involvement and crammed explosive discoveries deep in the report between long 

■ tonous passages. They would distract the American public with threats of further 

ts, a rush to judgment, a push to war, and announce, with great fanfare, that they 

, romi a 9/11 Commission. Meanwhile, the Vice President threatened the Inquiry 

s staff with jail if any of the information on the Saudis was leaked. 

nator Boh Graham, the Inquiry’s chairman, would be the first of many investigators 

ptmg to expose the inquiry’s findings. Graham knew' that many of his colleagues 

E Congressional committee. Democrats and Republicans alike, shared his view that 

atcnal gathered was explosive and that they, too, felt it should be made public. But 

at seemed to many of them a breach of the Constitution’s separation of powers, the 

“ House and tire hBT had muzzled them into silence. \2] 

aham published his own book in 2004 entitled Intelligence Malters, where he described 

heavy covcrup by the Intelligence Community. Senator Graham did not mince words, 

g that the Bush White House was determined to cover up Saudi involvement in 

- and that the administration had found an eager accomplice in the FBI.” [3] 

aham wrote the incredible account of how the Vice President arranged an FBI 

igation of the Inquiry while the Inquiry was investigating the FBI. [4] 

aham chronicled that FBI Headquarters had responded aggressively to Cheney’s 

;t that the I- 111 investigate the Inquiry’s staff' during the investigation, interviewing 

s of members of Congress and their aides. Tile Bureau suggested it wanted to use 

-aphs on some of the lawmakers with the threat of prosecution and jail - of being 

s in a time of wan I o Graham, die entire experience seemed surreal 

aham outlined how Cheney led a cover up of mass proportions, describing all sorts of 

tlYAt included leaking false information to the media and then quoting information 

ked as evidence. This United States Senator, having led an investigation into the 

st attacks of 9/11, was now accusing the Vice President of a coverup. One might 

that Senator Grahams calling out of the Vice President would draw significant media 
on. It didn’t. 

read of reporting on the Saudis and their connections to high-ranking members of our 

tive Branch, the media repeated, time and time again, exactly what the Intelligence 

nullity told them to sell: that it was Osama bin Laden, a super-terrorist with no army, 

-intry, living in an Afghan cave, who supposedly defeated -all American domestic 

es. Any talk to the contrary was by conspiracy kooks. Questioning the White House 

se frightening times was strictly taboo and downright un-American, yet Graham 

s investigators were convinced that a number of Saudi officials knew that terrorists 

Lteied the United States beginning in 2000 in preparation for some sort of an attack, 

m believed that Saudi officials had directed spies operating in the United States to 
hem. [51 
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It was an astonishing allegation, but Graham felt the facts were indisputable,. 

remaining question was whether any of the evidence could be made public and whd 

Graham could survive the efforts by the White House and Congressional Republic 

to portray him as a partisan conspiracy theorist - a headline-grabbing kook. As you? 

see, Graham had come to believe that new FBI Director, Robert Mueller, had becom 

“facilitator of ineptitude of the bureau'1 and was “directly involved in the effort to hid 

truth.* [6] 

The evidence about the Saudi links to the hijackers was dug up because of 

ten acinus ness of the joint committee’s staff director, Eleanor Hill, a veteran Congress 

investigator who had worked for both Democrats and Republicans, and Michael Jacob 

a former FBI lawyer and counterterrorism analyst who had joined the staff and was on 

its most dogged investigators. During this 2002 Congressional investigation Jacob sen J 
found the most important evidence about the Saudi connection to the hijackers bum 

the files of the FBI’s field office in San Diego and at FBI Headquarters in Washington 

As you will see, the Vice President and “special activities” would see that this inform 

never reached the American taxpayers who paid for the report and the investigation. 

Senator Graham wrote: “What Jacobsen found in searching through the FBFs files 

that two eventual hijackers had been befriended shortly after their arrival in California 

mysterious Saudi expatriate who seemed clearly to be working on behalf of some parti: 

Saudi government” Of great interest is that he was on the payroll of an aviation contra 

to the Saudi government. [ 8] After studying the flight profiles from the attack, pluggr 

Saudi Intelligence as the true architects of the attack solves every last mystery in rcgJi 

the slick tactical plan and the hijackers'stunning flying performance. 

As Jacobsen and the other Congressional investigators kept digging, they founde 

evidence that these contacts appeared to be part of a larger network of Arab expatriates 

had been tasked to help the 9/11 hijackers. One particular Saudi Intelligence agent J 

al Bayou mi, whose income had grown dramatically in the period in which be assists 

two hijackers - almost $40,000 above his usual salary from his job with the Saudi av 

firm - was documented as the hijackers’ personal assistant, Jacobsen had found evil 

that yet another Saudi living in San Diego who also appeared to work as a spy, 0 

Bassan, had funneled thousands oi dollars to Bayoumi, [8] 

The source of Bassans money was an additional shock to the Congressional investig 

Much of it had come in the form of cashiers checks directed to his family by the vr 

the Saudi Ambassador to Washington, Prince Bandar bin Sultan, the close personal! 

of the Bush family. This raised a big red flag. Prince Bandar, as you shall see in toll 

chapters, has been involved over the past 30 years in numerous covert activities oi Ui 

Saudi Intelligence. [9j 

There was another alarming surprise in the FBI files: Two of the hijackers had 

in close contact in San Diego with a longtime FBI informant, Abdus sat tar Shaikh 

both lived in Shaikh's home for a rime. As you will sec, incredibly, the Bush administ 

and FBT Headquarters blocked the Congressional investigation from interviewir 

informant after Jacobsen learned his identity. [10] 
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>r more Chan 80 pages within the Inquiry’s report, there is dear evidence that the 

ers entered the United States in January 2000 and were immediately met by Saudi 

tgence agents in L°s Angeles, California. The Saudi agents were identified as employees 

le Saudi Cm Aviation Authority, which explains the hijackers’ flight training on 
ig planes. [11] & 

' keep the Saudi operation obscured from the public, we will see evidence that the 

administration developed an elaborate decoy. The creation of Osama bin Laden as the 

face of evil is well documented as premeditated. The Intelligence Community began 

ag is name, using rumors and disinformation tactics, about the same time that the 

-ers tegan their final stage of flight training. After the attack, these rumors were fed 

■ medLa as absolute proof that he was behind the attacks. [12] 

tin and simple, 9/11 was a signature Saudi Arabian Intelligence operation, repeatedly 

nented by federal investigators. In the Congressional Joint Inquiry report and for the 

m cr o t is oo. , we consistently see an information battle between rank-and-file 
i agents and executive-level positions. 

toughom the following chapters, I have double-starred certain individuals and groups, 

, Headquarters", to highlight Intelligence Community" and Bush-Cheney 

e House assets. These are operatives who take their orders from the top - not 

sanly from the President, but from the George Bush Center of Intelligence" 

r cxai«plc-Tlx- FBI" countered the FBI San Diego and Phoenix findings. FBI" 

ients b Bl Headquarters" at the Executive level while FBI represents FBI field agents 
idle management, 

.he. c fit 1 uhapters, I will present passages from the declassified version of the report 

ongressional Joint Inquiry into Intelligence Community Activities before and after 

1]:2001 ■To lde|itifr the passages, I have introduced the evidence 

... B>" usmg cross outs, we know that the report has been declassified bv 
telligence Community**. 

ill end the passage with the page number of die report. I have provided a link to 

tire report w leie you can verify that the passages were not taken out of context and 

rage you to read it. As mentioned earlier, this report became a victim of “cramming” 

l ormation eep within an 800-page report. Hie following examination extracts and 

f *tS t llS infor™ation. As you will see, there is a continuous interpretation 

etween 1BI held agents and the Intelligence Community" side of the FBI**, which 
ish White House** asset. 

aviation training, we refer to an anomaly, something that doesn’t add up, as a RED 

..As pilots, we are trained to identify red flags on a path to correcting a potentially 

-ous situation. After the passages from the Inquiry’s report, RED FLAG is used to 
y areas of concern. 
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Even with all the redactions that were executed by the Intelligence Community 

see an enormous amount of evidence that was compiled by FBI field agents aroui 

country as they followed the 9/11 hijackers from the time they arrived in the United 

on January 15,2000, until their execution of the attacks on September 11,20OF 

This first passage describes the initial meeting between the hijackers and a 

Intelligence agent at a Los Angeles restaurant: 

TOP SECRET 

On January 15, 2000, foUowing an important meeting of al-C 

operatives in Malaysia, (future 9/11) hijackers al-HazmiandalMih 

arrived in Los Angeles where they remained for approximately two 

a-half weeks. At one point, they met Omar al-Bayoumi. A person tin 

interviewed after September 11 says that he was with al-Bayoumi 

the latter met (9/11 hijackers) al-Hazmi and al-Mihdhar. This p< 

says that al-Bayoumi invited him to travel to Los Angeles, expla: 

that he had business at the Saudi Consulate. When they arrived a 

consulate, Sayoumi met with someone behind closed doors. Bayoum 

the person with whom he traveled to Los Angeles went to a restau 

where they met (9/11 hijackers) al-Hazmi and al-Mihdhar aft* 

heard them speaking Arabic, and he invited them to move to San L 

Bayoumi returned to San Diego after leaving the restaurant, ar 

Hazmi and al Mihdhar arrived in San Diego shortly thereafter. 

(page 172) 

RED FIjAG The Saudi Intelligence agent, Omar al Bayoumi, went directly fix 

Saudi Consulate to a meeting with the hijackers. In the next passage, he will he ide 

as an employee of the Saudi Civil Aviation Authority, and will remain in constant c 

with die hijackers throughout their preparation. 

TOP SECRET 

According to an individual interviewed by the FBI, Bayoumi’s s; 

from his employer, the Saudi Civil Aviation Authority, was approve 

(Saudi Aviation Minister) Hamid al-Rashid, 

Despite the fact that he was a student, Bayoumi had acce; 

seemingly unlimited funding from Saudi Arabia. For example, ar 

source identified Bayoumi as the person who delivered $400,000 

Saudi Arabia for the Kurdish mosque in San Diego. One of the FBI’s 

sources in San Diego informed the FBI that he thought that Bay 

must be an intelligence officer for Saudi Arabia or another foreign pi 

(Page 175) 

RED FLAG - Unlimited funding from Saudi Arabia answers virtually all later que 

in regard to hijacker funding. 
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r f??rn|Cab e,dem°nStrateS tlle division within the ™ between headquarters** 

t M C n AS T‘laVe See°’ the lluIl,iry’s chairman .aid that FBI Director 
rt Mueller , appointed by George W. Bush just a week before the attack, was directly 

^d in hiding tbe truth. Several times m this report wc see FBI used, but again, there 

ubtle but distinct difference between FBI Headquarters**, which is a Bush White 

e operation and bBI field agents, who represent a skilled group of investigators. In 

owing cable, we see that FBI Headquarters** was concerned that FBI field agents 

is cover the hijackers, and warned them to keep these potential discoveries awav 
Law enforcement. - 

»P SECRET 

om FBI Headquarters * *: 

al-Mihdhar is located, the interview must be conducted by an intel 
tmgence] agent* *. A criminal agent CAM WOT be present at the 
yiew. This case, in its entirety, is based on intel. If at such time 
formation is developed indicating the existence of a substantial 
•al crime, that information will be passed over the wall according 
ie proper procedures and turned over for follow-up criming 
itigation. 

om the Hew York agent: 

latever happened to this - someday someone win die - and wall or 
the public will not understand why we were not more effective and 
«ng every resource we had at certain ‘problems.’ Let’s hope the 
s> National Security Law Unit (NSLU) * * win stand behind their 

<wall’> then> especially since the biggest threat to us 
is getting the most ‘protection.* (page 153) 

', !'.LA,G f1!1!: “GegireK the impressi°n that headquarters doesn’t know where the 
A hijacker (al-Mihdhar) is, but just four pages Inter, on page 157, we see that he’s had 

rous contacts with an FBI **- Intelligence Community** asset: 
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TOP SECRET 

Two September 11 hijackers, Khalid al-Mihdhar and Nawaf al-Ha 
lived in San Diego, California, beginning in February 2000. Mihdhai 
San Diego in June 2000, while Hazmi remained until December 2 
when he moved to Arizona. 

During the time they were in San Diego, these two hijackers 
numerous contacts with a long-time FBI counterterrorism inf or man 
A third hijacker, Hani Hanjour (the pilot/hijacker on the plane tha 
the Pentagon), may have had more limited contact with this indivi 
in December 2000. 

CIA * * and FBI Headquarters** had information tying [S 
hijackers] Mihdhar and Hazmi to al-Qaida as early as January £ 
and later received information that they were in the United States. 
San Diego field office received none of this information before Septei 
11.(page 158) 

RED I'LAG — We sec that the Intelligence Community** knew the hijackers w 

the San Diego area, but never informed the San Diego field office. 

In the next passage, wc find evidence that this informant was actually working fi 

Intelligence Community**. Naturally, the Joint Inquiry wanted to speak with thi? 

informant** who had “numerous contacts” with the 9/11 hijackers. Who the inforn 

was working for might be answered by another question; Who is protecting him? Or 

158, we start to learn. 

TOP SECRET 

An FBI written response to the Joint Inquiry acknowledges quest 
about the informant’s credibility, but the administration * * and 
FBI* * have objected to the Joint Inquiry’s request to interview 
informant and have refused to serve a committee subpoena and not! 
deposition on the informant. As suggested by the FBI, the Joint Inq 
submitted written interrogatories for response by the inforn 
Through an attorney, the informant declined to respond and indie 
that, if subpoenaed, the informant would require a grant of immv 

prior to testifying. Thus, this section has been prepared without ac 
to the informant and in reliance on FBI documents, interviews of 
personnel* % and FBI* * representations about the informant. ( 
158) 

RED fLAG The Administration*' refused to serve a committee subpoena on j. 

who had numerous meetings with the 9/11 hijackers. They even refused to submit w 

questions that the FBI field office had requested* An attorney demands immunity f 

informant, and the U.S. Congressional Inquiry is stopped in its tracks* 
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tor the next several pages of the report, we get the informant’s story through an 

gence Community agent** described as “the informant’s FBI handler**'” As you can 

s testimony has many holes which contradict the FBI field agents’ version. 

•P SECRET 

hen the San Diego office realized that the informant * * had numerous 
acts with the two hijackers (of the Pentagon attack plane), PBI 
onnel became suspicious that the informant may have been involved 
Le plot. 

ie PBI handling agent** attributed inconsistencies in the 
rmant’s reporting to the informant’s personality. 

77///////////// REDACTED 11111111111111111111111111111111 

W////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
[/////redacted UllllllUillUIUUIIIIIUIIUHIIIIIIIII 
1 lilt HUH/////////////////////////////////////////////// 

espite these characteristics, the FBI handling agent* * testified that 
informant was “very credible, highly reliable, very, very credible, 
/ useful. In the FBI handling agent’s* * opinion, the informant was 
►ed> by the hy ackers and was not suspicious of them at all, 
page 168) 

El) V LAG - Obviously, the intelligence Community’s FBI handler** is selling a 

tkt the informant** was duped while no one explains why this FBI informant** was 

tied to meet frequently with the two hijackers in the first place. If the informant** 

't working with the San Diego office; he was from another division within the U.S. 
ligence Community**. 

'OP SECRET 

ia^ed on Joint Inquiry interviews of San Diego FBI personnel 
olved. with the informant before September II or in assessing the 
>rmant,s* * credibility after the attacks and reviews of thousands 
Bureau documents, several unresolved questions about the 
miantV* credibility remain. Although the informant* * did not 
agnize hijacker Hani Hanjour [the Pentagon attacking plane’s pilot] 
autographs shown to the informant* * by the FBI after September 
tlere are indications that Hai^jour was in the San Diego area with 

ami in December 8000 and probably met the informant * *. 
juge 163) 

^Li) FLAG On page 165 we get heavy redactions from Vice President Cheneys 

ip,which refused to declassify this passage (over the Inquiry chairmans objections) 

trdicting the FBI handler's** claim: 
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TOP SECRET 

FBI personnel believe it’s likely that the informant* * met Hai\ 
[Pentagon plane pilot] in December of 2000 and are unable to exp 
why the informant * * failed to identity Hanjour,” 

The informant’s* * credibilityiscalledintoquestioninotherimpor' 

ways: 

The informant * * made a variety of inconsistent statements to the 
during the course of multiple interviews. The informant* * has prov: 
the FBI with many different dates as to the informant’s * * nume: 
contacts with Hazmi and Mihdhar and their initial contact. The FI 
acknowledged that ‘San Diego agrees with (£he> Joint Inquiry ... 
there are significant inconsistencies’ in the informant’s* * reports. 

The informant’s * * statements sire not consistent with informa 
developed through investigation concerning the dates of the conti 
The FBI * * concedes that the hijackers may have known the inforn 
months earlier that the informant admitted. 

/////////////////// iledacted ////////////////////////////. 
liiilllllilnniiniiiiiiiiiniiiinnmniiiniiiini!, 
/////////KEDACTED /////////////////////////////iW////A 
mimmmiinimiiiiimiiinmuiiimmiimm 

(page 165) 

RED FLAG - Even with these heavy redactions, wc see evidence that the inforn 

knew the hijackers before he admitted to knowing them. And still, the Bush White H< 

would not allow the Inquiry to question him. 
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5 

Intelligence Community 

u may be asking yourself: the Intelligence Community? What's that? Solely because 

ama bin Laden, sixteen government agencies have gathered under an umbrella of 

ty presumably to prevent further attacks upon the homeland.Ten years after 9/11, we 

ask, what does the Intelligence Community*111 not control? 

e brain behind the Intelligence Community is an incredible group of individuals. They 

over a hundred years of deep roots into secret societies at Ivy League schools. They 

deep roots into Wall Street banks, They were the founders of Central Intelligence, 

have people everywhere, in the Justice Department, defense contractors, throughout 

Congress, They, for sixteen of the last century s final twenty years, had the keys to the 

d States Treasury and the Executive Branch of the United States government. They 

the original social network and an unlimited supply of funding. Among a host of 

-fid networks where taxpayers Warnings flow lavishly is the State Department. Another 

Department of Defense.Today, this group is a confederacy that has nearly one million 

a on our payroll and T hope you’re sitting down for this, 832,000 employees have Top 

: clearances in over 10,000 offices around the United States. They have control of 

armed federal force/Tlicy control the FBI, CIA, DHS,TSA, DEA, the Department 

dense, the Justice Department and the United States Treasury. They have Tost* S15 

[i from the treasury. 

L a vast majority of taxpayers arc unaware of their existence. 

ice 9/11, because of 9/11, because of O sama bin Laden, all of these agencies fall 

the control of the United States Intelligence Community. They have a sprawling 

quarters just outside of Washington; the George Bush Center of Intelligence. This is 

adow authority that you are paying for and yet, you have no say in their actions. They 

?t voted in and they can’t be voted out. 

ey are presently using S3.5 billion of our earnings to build a headquarters for their 

ecret police, near Washington, for the Department of Homeland Security**. DHS** 

to link into every county sheriff and city police office, and eventually conduct pat 

^ at every train and bus station in our nation. All because of Osama bin Laden. It 

stop there. You can expect that a new mail system will be under an armed branch of 

h with an inspection process similar to the current airport procedures. We are already 

t the DHS as the controlling force at DMV and at the USES. 
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Don’t look now, but the following agencies are now secured and controlled bi 

Intelligence Community**: 

» The Department of Homeland Security* * 

» The Transportation Security Agency* * 

» The Central Intelligence Agency * * 

» The Federal Bureau of Investigation * * 

» The Department of Justice * * 

» The Department of Defense * * 

» The United State Treasury* * (double red flag) 

» The U. S. State Department * * 

» The Drug Enforcement Agency * * 

» The Department of Energy * * 

A 2010 Washington Post four part series, “Top Secret America" by Dana Pries 

William Arkin was able to explain much about the inner workings of the lntclll; 

Community**. These two journalists explored Americas shadow government, whic 

out-powered any other branch of the American government since and because of 9/1: 

Still, Priest and Arkin are still asking questions and don’t seem to know the true re 

for the new sweeping changes. The following chapter note links to the series. Take ti: 

note the massive covert and psychological operations and the infiltration of prop a; 

officers** into the American news media, ill 

Yet, there is good news.Tlie $15 trillion they have “lost’Tooking for Osama bin 1 

did not vanish from the face of tire earth, it simply went to a place where we can’t 

Thanks to our founding fathers, American citizens come armed with a Constitutioi 

arc backed with judicial and penal systems. With a little focus, we can track dow 

missing £15 trillion. 
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lit School 

tunately for independent investigators, the taxpayer fonded National Transportation 

Board, the N I SB, released the flight data recordings recovered from two of the 

iliis release came after a quick rush to judgment and a media conviction of the 

dstrations lone suspect. It seems that in all the confusion and drama, no one had 

a ken a hard look at these recordings. 

we study the data found in the black boxes, we sec a story of precise navigation 

ds, of incredible coordination, of advanced maneuvering and hair-raising dives, 

ght profiles revealed that a tailored operating procedure was used to fly directly 

determined targets, followed by a scries of advanced hand-flown maneuvers that 

::d rapid descents, steep turns and coordinated roll outs, f 1] 

can sec that strategic navigational frequencies were immediately set in, autopilots 

sed in non-standard methods, gear and flap warning horn alerts were disarmed, 

aiders were disabled, fhe hijackers were all taught identical non-standard navigation 

ures and knew exactly where to impact their targets to cause maximum damage. 

synchronizing these recordings with FAA radar, ATC and cockpit transcripts, it 

es obvious that the hijackers had critical inside help from aviation and tactical experts, 

nc had selected the perfect planes, and had drawn up a four-airliner coordinated 

I plan designed to defeat our domestic fighter jet coverage* Tire grand finale was the 

lenged penetration of protected airspace over the nations capital two hours into the 
L 

;h speed and low-level maneuvers training is evident when we see the extraordinary 

profiles and FAA radar recordings. For example, American 77, after navigating from 

iles directly to a relatively small area, executed a difficult descending low-altitude 

:gree steep turn before it torpedoed the Pentagon just three feet off the ground at 

iles per hour. As a twenty-year Boeing pilot and captain on the 757, I would be 

iged to duplicate this performance w ithout several practice flights. [2] 

ust four minutes and forty seconds. United 175 wras taken from cruise mode over 

^rsey at 31,000 feet into a hair-raising descent towrard the Statue of Liberty before a 

A at a thousand feet, screaming over Manhattan at a hundred knots over the redline 

d and slamming the World Trade Center* [3] The hijackers flew at expert levels of 

iship on airliners that require a six-week training course — for experienced airline 

- and did it single-pilot, without an experienced co-pilot, in a large cockpit designed 

> professional aviators. 
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THE HYPOTHESIS 

Flight training for this attack would require a fairly large operation. This operatic 

would be difficult to hide and a logical progression to achieve this proficiency would tal 

time. The hijackers would have needed at least one Boeing airliner, an experienced Boei. 

flight instructor, a team of mechanics and fuelers, and, of course, they would need a secu 

covert airport to operate several training flights. If wc could learn where this training li 

taken place, it would lead us straight to the planners and conspirators. 

EVIDENCE 

On 9/11, we’re talking about planes that weigh 300,000 pounds, engines that prodr 

100,000 pounds of thrust, pushing aluminum tubes through the air at 500 miles per h< 

and burning a gallon of fuel every two seconds. You don’t just jump in these cockpits and 

around like a professional pilot without some serious flight and systems training, 

T have spent my airline career exclusively on Boeings, and 1 have captain ratings on 

specific types: from the classic 727, 737 and 747 to the newer “glass” cockpits of the 7 

400, 757 and 767. But today, if I were to jump into a cockpit of the French built Airbv 

would not be able to start the engines, operate the autopilot or navigate. Ihe systems 

all different. 

Ifl were tasked to execute a 9/11 type flying performance on an Airbus, it would req 

at least two weeks of intense flight instruction and a dozen practice flights to accomj 

what those hijackers were able to do. And don’t give me flight manuals in French or Frt 

speaking instructors. 1 would need English speakers just like the hijackers needed At 

speaking instructors. 

But the hijackers weren’t airline pilots."They would have to begin from scratch* Aitei 

examination, we see evidence that over a period of eighteen months, the hijackers wer 

to basic flight training, some simulator time and multiple practice runs in an actual Be 

757. 

BASIC FLIGH'l ’ TRAINING 

Detailed reports from FBI field agents confirms that basic flight training began in 

2000 on small, single engine airplanes at private flight schools. [4] This was a logica 

profile first step by tbe mission planners to prepare them for more advanced training. 

In early 2000 at a small Venice, Florida airport, three of the four pilot/hijad 

Mohammed Atta (AA11); Mar win al Shehhi (UA175) and Ziahjarrah (IJA93) en 

at a small private flight school (Hoffman Aviation) for initial flight training. [5] 

The fourth pilot/hijacker, Hani Hanjour, already had limited flight experience. Hj 

the pilot/hijacker on American 77 that hit the Pentagon had tried (but failed) to b 

an airline pilot in Saudi Arabia in the early 1990s. Hanjour enrolled at a small flight 

in 2000 near San Diego. Using a cover as Saudi Royal Family body guards, they toll 

instructors that the Saudis had asked them to become pilots. [6] 
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sstimony gathered by FAA and FBI field agents from the hijackers5 flight instructors 

ated that they were marginal single engine pilots at best [7] The most cited reason for 

slow progress was a language barrier between students and instructors. The hijackers 

oke Arabic but the training materials, flight manuals and all cockpit labeling are 

:n m English. As English speakers, imagine trying to learn to fly a strange airplane 

/Arabic flight manuals and Arabic speaking instructors. 

owever, over tire next year, each of them demonstrated enough competency to earn 

certificates (licenses) including commercial and instrument ratings that were limited 

all, single engine aircraft. [8] 

e small* single-engine airplanes used for training were basic trainers. In comparison, 
57s nose wheel, just the nose wheel weighs more than the entire airplane used in 

training. While these small airplanes top out around 10,000 feet and just over 100 

per hour, the Boeings push 550 miles per hour and altitudes up to 43,000 feet. 

though this experience helped them, it docs not explain the performance we 

ssed on 9/1 1. This initial basic flight training served as the first of three phases of 
trai ning. 

MULATOR PHASE 

least three simulator sessions were arranged by the Saudi Intelligence agents; another 

1 step to flight competency. Attas group was augmented with sporadic trips to Boeing 

itors - operated by contract training companies. [9] 

■ hijackers stuck out like sore thumbs. In fact, they were immediately reported to 

VA and FBT field agents after their visits to independent simulators in Minneapolis, 

and Miami. As per usual, the FBI** investigation from 11CT+ was impotent’ 

ftei the hijackers instructors reported that young Arab pilots weren’t interested in 

lg how to land or takeoff they just needed to fly around in a Boeing simulator. The 

s indicate that no progress was made in training these guys and the instructors had 

i^igcd them - encouraged them to quit flying altogether. [10] 

Vk?£ PHASE- AIRCRAFT TRAINING 

icn we read over the Intelligence Community s** explanation of hijacker flight 

g as told to the 9/11 Commission, there is no mention of aircraft training. They 

?ted to glaze over this by stating that the hijackers prepared by'watching Hollywood 

;of hijackings* flying single engine airplanes and playing computer games.’’’This is 

terous; like saying that a surgeon prepared for an operation by watching the television 

have already seen, the congressional inquiry had discovered that a specific group of 

nad repeated contact with the hijackers in southern California. Most revealing was 

e hijackers had been in regular contact with two employees of a Saudi aviation firm 

xrated a fleet of Boeing airliners. [11] This immediately provided an explanation as 
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to where they found flight instructors and aircraft manuals. Tine inquiry's report is vein 

that the hijackers were, for eighteen months, operating right here in California, F lor ic 

Arizona* The evidence also revealed that in the six months leading up to 9/11, each 

pilot/ hijackers made multiple trips to a specific triangle between San Diego, Cal it 

Las Vegas, Nevada; and Tucson, Arizona* 

The search for an airport and Boeing airliners narrowed into this triangle* Obv 

the hijackers had found solutions to multiple problems that were reported by their c 

flight instructors in late 2000, By 9/11, these relatively novice light aircraft pilots 

able to navigate and fly Boeing airliners in a most competent manner* There is on] 

explanation for this leap in proficiency. Training, training and more training. 

The congressional inquiry reported that beginning in May of 2001, the hijacker/pll 

began making multiple trips into the desert. Its almost hinny how many people saw 

and reported them to authorities. [12] The FA A was called at least five times. FB 

agents wrote (at least) three reports and sent them up the ladder to FBI Headquar 

With any followup from FBI headquarters”, this plot would have been stopped 

times over. In short, they were not as covert as they thought they were. They left some 

sized footprints in southern California which led to Las Vegas and to the Arizona o 

(13] Eventually we found, within that desert triangle, all the missing items: an ai 

Boeing airliners and a large group of Saudi Arabians. 

In the following passage, wc see the hijackers from the east coast began making tj 

the desert, using Las Vegas as the point of entry. [14] 

TOP BECHET 

Director Mueller * * noted the Las Vegas layovers: 

“However, with respect to travel to Las Vegas, we know that ati 
one hijacker (each pilot) on each of the four hijacked airplanes tra\ 
to Las Vegas, Nevada, sometime between May and August of 2001. 
travel consisted of an initial transcontinental flight from an East C 
city to a West Coast city, and a connection in that West Coast city to j 

Vegas-bound flight*” 

Beginning in May 2001, each of the four hijackers flew across 
United States. 

Director Mueller * * describes thesetrips:“Withtheirtraining comp 
it appears that the pilots began conducting possible surveillance fli 
as passengers aboard cross-country flights transitioning between 
Northeast United States and California.” 

(Eage 139) 

RED FLAG - Again, we see a subtle misdirection of the tacts. What led Mud 

testify that the hijackers had completed training in May when the attacks were stiJ 

months down the road? You can bet that this is when the hijackers needed to polish al 
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and fast. The hijackers'civilian flight instructors were emphatic that in early 2001, 

/ere not anywhere dose to being competent enough to fly Boeing airliners. Obviously 

hing had changed. Note that only the pilots made these trips. 

most plausible explanation is that the hijackers’ handlers had arranged advanced 

ig with experienced, Arab-speaking Boeing pilots, 

inv of us have seen surplus, bank-owed airliners parked at airports in the western 

s. Usually these planes are between lease agreements with airline companies, 

ually il no lease is negotiated, the planes will he cannibalized in the lucrative parts 

t. Tic re are also storage airports known as aircraft “bone yards" scattered throughout 

astern deserts. Ilie dry desert air preserves the planes'avionics and interiors while they 

me times for years at a stretch. 

torage airport in the desert would be ideal for covert flight training. After learning of 

ultiple trips to the desert, I began the search for specific airplanes, the 757 and 767, 

1 at storage airports that I knew about: Las Vegas, Tucson, and Mojave. .After making 

t with a veteran aircraft broker employed by investment banks, 1 learned of two more 

ts used for storage: Victorville, California, east of Los Angeles in the Mojave Desert, 

inal Airpark, a secluded field between Phoenix and Tucson. Each of these airports 

oeing 757s in storage but only Pinal and Las Vegas had airworthy 757s and 767s 

1 in the spring and summer of 2001, just when the hijacker/pilots had all flown into 

;gas and disappeared for three days at a time, [15] 

ko began checking with contacts who have remained in the government contract 

to sec if they could provide clues. Three different sources, all pilots under government 

ctors, immediately pointed to a famous spook airport used by the government 

ctor and mercenary outfit Blackwater**. They relayed that there were frequent flight 

ig missions being conducted in the middle of the night with military and civilian 

ics in top-secret fashion and that this particular airport had nearly one hundred 

rs scattered around the field in storage. By using two completely different avenues of 

ery, the Pinal Airpark began to raise red flags. [16] 

1 focused on the airport, an interesting connection surfaced. The Pinal Airpark had 

>us history as a training airport for the Intelligence Community** dating back to Air 

ca , the alleged CIA** operation that was allegedly trafficking heroin in Southeast 

luring the Vietnam War. For some, war is a great distraction for enormous profits. 

estigative journalist Jeremy Scahill, who wrote Blackwater: The Rue of the World's Most 

fit!MercenaryArmy had also discovered this airport and identihed it as an Intelligence 

iunity** facility'. [18] Scahill wrote that a top Intelligence Community official** 

ited by Bush in June 2001 as the Director of Operations of Central Intelligence 

loscly connected to this airports managers, to contracts from the Intelligence 

nullity , to the owner of Blackwater and to several no-bid aviation-related training 
ctors. 
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Alarmingly, this same official** was the former head of the same investment firm 1 

had enjoyed astronomical stock profits as a result of the attack. |19j Sea hi 11 reported i 

this investment firm had placed put options (a trade that predicts a stock price drop) on c 

two airlines in the week preceding the attack* Those airlines were United and Ameri- 

the only two airlines used in the attack. There were other rather large commodities in 

on gold and oil by the firm. Obviously, if he was the contract official, and knew about 

Saudi operation and tactical plan, he would know that American and United were 

targeted airlines. 

This temptation may have been too difficult to overcome. Alone it might be a w 

coincidence, but when we start adding this to a dozen similar coincidences, we begin tc 

a most troubling pattern. 

The Congressional inquiry and the 911 Commission both reported that each of 

pilot/hijackers who were training in Florida made separate trips to the Arizona d< 

from May to August of 2001. [20] Meanwhile, the San Diego hijackers suddenly mi 

to Arizona in December 2000, two days after George W. Bush was declared to be 

President following the vole recount fiasco in Florida. [21] 

These guys were not invisible. FBI Agent Ken Williams of the Phoenix, Arizona 

office sent an urgent message to FBI Headquarters** in July of 2001. Ibis message 

described in the Congressional Joint Inquiry’s report; 

TOP SECRET 

In the communication, the agent expressed his concerns, based or 
first-hand knowledge, that there was a coordinated effort under wa 
send students to the United States for civil aviation-related training 
noted that an ‘inordinate number of individuals of investigative intei 
was in this type of training in Arizona and expressed his suspicion 
this was an effort to establish a cadre of individuals in civil avia 
who would conduct future terrorist activity, (page 30) 

RED FLAG - One might think that a cable like this would launch serious actioi 

the report goes on to say that the cable was ignored at FBI Headquarters**. 

The FBI field agent in Phoenix made another observation: 

TOP SECRET 

“These people don’t come back to Arizona because of the suns] 
or they like the state. I believe that something was established t 
and I think it’s been there for a long time. We are working very ha 
identify that structure.” (page 173) 

RED FLAG - That structure could very well be the Pinal Airpark. In 2005, aft 

tips from pilots under contract from the Intelligence Community**, I personally i 

trip out to Arizona and located the airport where they had been assigned, near M 
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na, between Tucson and Phoenix. 1 confirmed what they had relayed to me: There 

massive Intelligence Community** air operation with six Boeing 747s being loaded 

argo all day while Rlackhawk helicopters and C-130 cargo planes buzzed throughout 

.ghc on flight training missions. I was not allowed past the entrance gate that had 

l guards posted. But as I moved around the perimeter fencing, I saw dozens of Boeing 

:rs parked around the field. There were at least six Boeing 757s and six Boeing 767s. 

/as surely the perfect covert training ground for the hijackers. 

'w wc begin to see the men behind the curtain. Subtle misdirections by Bush 

nistration appointees** have been highly effective in throwing investigators offtrack. 
>1 lowing exchange is an example: 

>P SECRET 

tl Director Mueller appeared to concur Cwith CIA Director George 
t) l 

iWlule here, the hijackers effectively operated without suspicion, 
ering nothing that would have alerted law enforcement and doing 
ing that exposed them to domestic coverage. As far as we know 
contacted no known terrorist sympathizers in the United States ”' 
age 168) 

D FLAG - But for the next two pages, 168 to 170, the Inquiry countered Mueller’s 

by listing several findings of a team of possible logistical and tactical planners: 

P SECRET 

wever, the Joint Inquiry review of documents and interviews of 
>ersonnel indicate that the six hijackers who served as leaders and 
tators of the September II attacks were not isolated in the United 
s, but instead maintained a number of contacts in the United States 
e September 11. 

though the extent to which the persons with whom they were in 
ict in the United States were aware of the September ll plot is 
own, it is clear that those persons provided some of the hijackers 
s they prepared for the attacks. These contacts in the United States 
d the hijackers find housing, open bank accounts, obtain drivers 
ses, locate flight schools and facilitate transactions 
age 170) 

D FLAG We already know the hijackers aviation contacts were meeting at the 

Consulate. Now we see Mueller** providing erroneous testimony about the logistical 

hat FBI field agents had reported to FBI Headquarters** on five separate occasions. 
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The Joint Inquiry would call Mueller** hack in for a hearing in October of 2002, v 

he was asked to explain his earlier testimony Mueller** is quoted on page 170: 

TOP SECRET 

“When I say that the hijackers did ‘nothing that exposed thei 
domestic coverage’ and when! say that the hijackers ‘contacted no kn 
terrorist sympathizers in the United States,’ CO meant in the con 
of the hijackers not contacting - before 9/11 - terrorist sympathi 
on whom we had technical or other forms of coverage, I can assure 
committee that I had no intent to mislead,” 

(Page 170) 

RED FLAG -No intent to mislead? Here’s what the chairman of the Congres: 

Inquiry said about Mueller** his in 2004 book, Intelligence Matters: 

uThe White House was determined to cover up Saudi involvement and had fou: 

eager accomplice in FBI Director Robert Mueller, Mueller** was directly involved 3 

effort to hide the truth*” 
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litalizing On Terror 

e tff* hanging on a chain around the neck of A.B. “Buzzy” Krongard came, according 

end, from a Great White shark that he had punched in the jaw. The shark’s picture 

ring m the office of the number-three man at CIA, who was appointed executive 
or in March 2001, six months prior to 9/11. [1] 

ongard was appointed after a career in which he was credited with building up one of 

teas oldest and most successful investment banking firms, Alex. Brown. Imagine the 

■ilities for a man with complete access to secret government intelligence and endless 
etions in stock and commodities trading. [2] 

Princeton alum, an ex-Marine and the legendary puncher of the Great White 

p.rd was rumored to have been working with the CIA during his entire tenure with 

Brown . Seahill reported that the strange mix of high finance and CIA connections 

ongard to push for a new firm within the agency that would specialize in intelligence 

e capitalism - in other words, a unit that could take real monetary bets on future 

m WentS’ mclllclmS>tor example, the next big terrorist attack. And according to a 
i Blackwater executive, Buzzy Krongard and Blackwater CEO Erik Prince arc “good 
ss. [3] 

his hook Blackwater, investigative author Jeremy Seahill reported that the first no¬ 

ntract was handed to Blackwater from CIA through Buzzy Krongard in April 2002, 

million no-bid deal to provide 20 security guards at the Kabul CIA station for six 

is Krongard stated that he talked to Prince about the contract, but couldn’t remember 

aLled whom and “was not sure which came first, the chicken or the egg.” [4] 

t wait: Blackwater and the CIA arc major players at Arizona’s Pinal Airpark, where 

training is conducted and where Boeing 757s and Boeing 767s were parked during 

ring and summer of 2001. The Blackwater CEO has his fleet of airplanes training 

a and now Buzzy Krongard is linked to a major worldwide investmen t firm. These 

etions come to the forefront when we consider a scries of strange stock trades 
ing United and American airlines. 

yone with foreknowledge of the 9/11 attacks would,of course,have had an opportunity 

italize with trades in stocks and commodities futures. Either these hijackers were 

8 . tl>at they wouldn't be able to collect or someone damn dose to the operation 
irlaying inside information about the tactical plan. 
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The Wall Street Journal and the San Francisco Chronicle reported that on Septei 

6 and 7, 2001, “put” options speculating that United Airlines stock would go down 

purchased through Deutschcbank/Alcx. Brown, the same firm previously manage 

Krongard. An enormous increase over normal sales activity placed 4,744 put options v 

396 “calls.” [5] 

On the day before the attack, September 10,2001,4,416 put options were purchase 

American Airlines (compared with 748 calls), on the same day that Reuters reported n 

stocks were poised to “take oft” In both cases, the traders never cashed in the win 

and die FBI was unable to trace the amazingly insightful investors. [6] No other ah 

displayed these lopsided trading patterns. The New York Times reported that the 

of the Alex. Brown unit of Deutschebank - which had its offices in the WTC - abr 

resigned from a $30 million, three-year contract on September 12,2001, [71 

Tile American exchanges that handle these trades, primarily the Chicago Bon 

Options Exchange, or CBOE, and the NYSE, know on a daily basis what levels c 

options are purchased. “Put options” arc highly leveraged bets, tying up blocks of stock 

a given stock’s share price will fall dramatically. To quote “60 Minutes from Septc 

19, 2001, “Sources tell CBS News that the afternoon before the attack, alarm bells 

sounding over unusual trading in the LJ.S. stock options market. The transactions that 

“could not have been planned and carried out without a certain knowledge, partic 

heavy trading in oil and gold futures,” said Germany s Bundesbank chief, Ernst We Ik 

Unusual trading? A jump in UAL put options above normal between September 

September 10, and 285 times higher than average on the Thursday before the attack. 

A jump in American Airlines put options 60 Limes above normal on the day befo 

attacks. No similar trading occurred on any other airlines. A Bloomberg Business F 

and the Institute for Counterterrorism, or TCT confirmed these findings. [9] 

Morgan Stanley saw, between September 7 and 10, an increase of 2/ times o 

options on its shares. Merrill-Lynch saw a jump of more than 12 times the norma 

of put options in the four trading days before the attacks. “This could very well be i 

trading at the worst, most horrific, most evil use you’ve ever seen in your entire lift 

would he one of the most extraordinary coincidences in the history of mankind if it 

coincidence,” said Dylan Rarigan of Bloomberg Business News. [10-inter viewed on “ 

Morning Texas” on September 20] 

“1 saw put-call numbers higher than I’ve ever seen in 10 years of following the m: 

particularly the options markets,” said John Kinnucan, principal of Broadband Ret 

Jonathan Winer, an ABC News consultant, said, “Its absolutely unprecedented to se< 

of insider trading covering the entire world from Japan, to the U.S., to North Amei 

Europe.” [11] 

Andreas von Billow, a former member of the German Parliament responsible forovt 

of Germany’s intelligence services, estimated the worldwide amount of the trading 

$15 billion. CBS News gave a conservative estimate of $100 million. [12] 
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3 Slnglc U'S- or forei8n investigative agency has announced any arrests or 
-*>pments in the investigation of these trades, even though former Securities and 

-tnge Lorn mission enforcement chief William McLucas told Bloomberg News that 
tutors would “certainly be able to track down every' trade.” [13] 
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Leaving Las Vegas 

It takes a close reading of an innocuous-looking statement within the 9/11 Commit 

report to realize that a huge entourage of the longtime Saudi Intelligence Minisin 

notorious Prince Turk! al Faisal, was somewhere in the United States prior to an 

September 11,2001. Tucked in the back of the commissions report (and later remc 

was an account of three separate chartered airliners carrying about 100 Arab men (m 

Saudis) from Las Vegas on midnight transatlantic Eights beginning on September 19 

We now have evidence that the former head of Saudi Arabia’s secret police was nci 

Vegas during the time that the 9/11 Commission “could not explain” why all the hija 

had made trips to Las Vegas in the months leading up to 9/1L As reported by die FiJ 

agent from the Phoenix held office, he had personally witnessed: “an inordinate nil 

of individuals of investigative interest” engaged in flight training in Arizona and exjir 

his suspicion that this was “an effort to establish a cadre of individuals in civil aviation 

would conduct fuairc terrorist activity.” 

In fact, the roster of Saudi officials in the United States on September 11 raises 

red flags,These included the Saudi Defense Minister, the Saudi Minister of Foreign A 

the Saudi Minister of Aviation and the head of Dallah Avco Group, the Saudi aviatioi 

that operated Boeing jetliners for the Saudi government, \l] 

This was in addition to Saudi Prince Bandar the close friend of President Bush, wh 

sending checks to two hijackers’bank accounts and who was the Saudi Ambassador 

United States on 9/11. Also, the head of two of Saudi Arabia's holiest mosques stayed 

same hotel as the all-Saudi hijackers of AA77- at the Marriott Residence Inn in Her 

Virginia — on the night uf September 10. [2] 

In the week after the attack, there were at least five chartered flights with high-ra 

Saudi officials that left from Las Vegas, Newark, Boston and Washington, all cities, i 

way, with direct links to the hijackings. By September 24,2001, they had all returned 

to Tire Kingdom. 

In 2002, the British Observer reported that the widely feared Prince Turki al Fais 

a long relationship with the U.S, Intelligence Community**. [3] Of great interest 

Observer’s reporting that pilot/hijacker Mohamed Atta had meetings in early 20G( 

Prince Turki s agents in Hamburg, Germany and we see that Atta left Hamburg sooi 

[4] 

Atta’s destination after this reported meeting with Turki’s agents in Hambui 

Huffman Aviation, the small school in Venice, Florida where Atta began basic 
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n&He was soon joined by Ziahjarrah and Marwm al Shehhi, the hijacker pilots on 

d o and United 175. They told people in Venice that they were bodyguards with the 

f—^ Reeded to leara to % airplanes as part of a security team for the 

nee Turki displays a great confidence in methods that Saudi Intelligence has "allegedly" 
>yed in the past It doesn’t take a genius to know that this 9/11 hit was right up his 

in something that causes a wry smile to form on his face. In one interview, he asserts 

c can make anything happen and no one would ever know who was behind it. [6] 

ugh the former head of Saudi Intelligence was sued by 9/11 victims’families for being 

cd in the attack, he was defended by James Baker Ill’s law firm and the case was 
ti out on technical grounds* [7] 

s Princes entourage in the United States during the summer of 2001 entailed a 

t opportunity to get the needed Saudi Boeing flight instructors into the country, and 

ret the attacks without anyone interviewing them. Tic chartered departures from Las 

were a four-engine DC-8 for Geneva on September 19, 2001, with 69 passengers, 

mg 6,. audis; a Boeing 727 for England with 18 Saudis on September 20; and on 

nher 23 a jumbo Lockheed L-1011 for Paris. Only 34 passengers were listed on that 
which has a capacity of nearly 400. On that flight was Prince Turki. [8 j 

one in the FBI ever confirmed who cleared these flights to leave without interviewing 

issenger. 1 nnce Bandar said on “Meet the Press” in September 2001 that the FBI** 

t ie Ights. Agai n and again we see a broad te rm used to explain major discrepancies 

^aSaudi pnnee announces that the FBI cleared the flights, all questions are magically 

ncc I urki and Prince Bandar have more connections to Arabic-speaking Boeing 

instructors than anyone else in the world. Tie means and opportunity to slip the 

ers into Pinal Airpark * or other facilities for training were theirs. Tie motive was 

d-changing event Tie Saudis would benefit greatly not only from the targeting of 

emesis al-Qgeda, but from an American invasion of Iraq, one that they had promoted 

he first Gulf War. Dick Cheney would guarantee Prince Bandar that America was 
to invade Iraq months before anyone informed the U.S. Congress. [9] 

November 2001, Prince Turki expressed his public support for the U.S. operation in 

mstan, referring to al-Qacda as an “evil cult.” By calling out bin Laden for complicity 

a tac s, he would be helping to “sic" the world against this greatest enemy, an enemy 

is made several assassination attempts against the Saudi royal family. In the winter 

8, three buned suitcases had been found in Saudi Arabia containing nine Sagger 

% 6 ^dl® f med that aLQaeda was intending them for use against the royal 
hornier PBT Director Louis Freeh told Tie New Yorker, “From where 1 sat and 

viat mew ... ai-Qaeda was more a threat to Saudi Arabia than to the U.S. and bin 

swhoie focus was on toppling the royal family and getting the U.S. forces out of 
Arabia. [10] 
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Jet America 

In 1983,1 was hired by a Learjet charter company based at Lakefront Airport in t 

Orleans. Although we were a legitimate charter operation, rumors were til at we were n 

a front and money laundry for a major group of political players involved in a serie 

questionable special activities. 

After about a year with “the company”, I began flying a wise guy named Barry Sc 

gregarious man of forty with a quick wit and photographic memory In the early 1980s, J: 

was becoming a legend around the backwaters of southeast Louisiana. Local pilots ha 

heard the rumors that Mr. Seal was a covert agent of God-only-knew-which governi 

agency. He had accumulated a wide assortment of airplanes and helicopters and w 

appear out of nowhere at Lakefront or any other Gulf Coast airport and disappear ji 

quickly usually in a black Mercedes or black Hughes helicopter. 

For the next six months, I would he Barry Seals Geronimo Line, his air escape : 

in a dangerous Drug Enforcement Agency mission to capture Pablo Escobar, a noto 

Columbian who ran the Medellin Drug Cartel, 1 flew his Learjet 23, a six seat n 

ship that had enough room for Seal, two politicians and two Tumi suitcases. I figun 

was either one hell of a suitcase salesman or was running cash all over North and Ct 

America. 

Soon, I was catapulted into a wild world of coordinated activity within a cloud of se 

O ur operation took us all over the country and T was trained to leave no tracks. Ever)' 

from jet fuel to hotel suites was paid for out of a seemingly endless supply of cold ca< 

Flying for Barry was never routine and wherever we went there were always z 

guards, their gun handles protruding above the belt in the back, iliey would patn 

driving routes and station themselves around any hotel where we stayed. Anywhe 

went, Barry would hand me a new digital beeper and I was never certain when it 

light up with orders to launch. 

Those orders were always short and specific. He expected thatT arrive not a mi nut 

and not a minute late. It might be two in the morning or two in the afternoon, but 

always to have one engine running and the entry door unlocked. Once Barry was 

inside the plane, he would roar, “Haul ass” and I would immediately taxi to the runw 

get us airborne, the true destination a mystery until we were in our hideout, the dar 

stratosphere 40,000 feet up. I had no idea who might be in pursuit, but I knew that 1 

want to find out even as 1 tried, but usually failed, to anticipate Seals next move. 
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the mission to capture Escobar progressed, Barry began telling me of a second 

meat. We would be soon be flying cargo for Uncle, which was his term for our covert 

iment operation* One morning, we launched from Lakefront and flew to Columbus, 

and over the next few weeks, courtesy of the American taxpayers, the Ohio National 

l arranged many things for us. One of which was a training course for Mr. Seal on the 

ngme Lockheed C-123 Provider, a Vietnam-era military cargo plane* 

'ew weeks later, on a warm Key West night in June 1984,1 stood on the tarmac next 

Lear and watched as the Provider was loaded with crate after crate of M-16s and 

nit ion. The work was precise and dean* Six athletic men, all dressed in black, loaded 
tire plane in less than ten minutes* 

:cr the weaponry came lawrn mowers, a dozen weed-whackers, some covered pallets, 

nally two shiny new Harley-Davids on motorcycles. All of this had come out of a 

rental truck, and all of it was done in a flash. The loaders quickly jumped back into 

uck and sped away as the gates to the tarmac opened just long enough to let the 

mo us truck out. In a blink, there was no sign that anything had ever happened, 

: months, 1 flew in this bubble of strange activity.! knew that landing in the middle of 

ght at all kinds of remote airports with nary a visit nor a word from any form of local 

i force me nt meant that this special activity had a special green light. 

° years later, after i began my airline career, all of the newspapers reported that Barry 

ad been gunned down in a mobster type hit. Then one day I just happened to see a 

re ss ion a! bearing on television. The man that ran our operation was testifying before 
ress* 

auld hardly believe my eyes— or ears. 

is this possible? Here was Mr* John Cathey as I had never seen him, wearing a United 

Marines uniform and speaking with high-flown patriotism; of taking orders directly 

President Reagan. 1 knew he was lying and sure enough, he was ultimately convicted 

ig to Congress. His new name was mysterious. Everyone was referring to John Cathey 
aeone else - as Marine Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North, [1] 

irh only casual interest, I became aware that our activities back in 1984 were a major 

4 something called the Iran-Contra scandal. My interest slowly transformed into 

of deep research. In 1995,1 began writing a novel based on my personal experiences 

Contra affair and my year flying with Barry Seal. It took me five years to understand 
vas behind the operation. 

rough congressional records and published first hand accounts, it became evident that 

roup behind the Contra operation was run out of Vice President George Bush's office 

54. Just four years later, Bush and the Intelligence Community** had control of the 

d States Executive Branch* From 1988 to 1992, George Bush was the President of the 

d States and by 1998, a troubling scenario was developing: 1 lis son, George W., the 

rn.or of Texas, had become a candidate to he the next president of the United States. 
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I wrote with a sense of urgency, a warning that this Bush group would spell a disaster 

America. But with nearly daily discoveries of Bush-related bank heists like BCCl andi 

Savings and Loan scandal, the writing of the book encountered delays. 1 would not fr 

until after Junior was elected president and after the revolutionary day that was 9/11J 

me personally, since the election in 2000, it s been like watching two trains collide. On -■ 
the sick feeling that I had was of personal failure to get the story out in time. 

In the research of the Contra operation, it became apparent that Barry Seal was rum 

arms, cash and contraband under Marine Colonel Oliver North under the dircctio 

Vice President Oeorge Bush, Obviously, there were high-crimes committed that warra. 

congrcssional hearings which led to special prosecutor Lawrence Walsh. After a five; 

investigation Walsh wrote that there was hi vast, lucrative international arms and t 

trafficking market had prospered” just below President Reagan.[2] When the case wa¬ 

fer trial in late 1992, Bush was president and he simply pardoned all six defendant 

Christmas Eve. There would be no trial, no oaths, no anything. 

They got away with it, hut as we revisit this Contra scandal in the next two chap 

we begin to see that major players in the dirty deeds of the 1980s will reappear in the 

evidence. Some things dorit change. Most interesting is the collaboration between 

“special activities” and Saudi Prince Bandar bin Sultan. 
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3 tor One Scandals 

ayone born before 1960 may remember Iran-Contra, the Reagan Administration’s 

st scandal of the 1980s. As a minor player in tbe Contra side of this operation, and 

nty year researcher of these special activities, T can tell you a few things that over the 
seem to have been lost. 

■t starters, these were two completely separate operations. Most important is that 

Id Reagan had little to do with either. Both scandals began and ended at the Vice 

ient s office where the former CIA Director and his personal attorney, James Baker 

lio had slapped in as Reagans Chief of Staff, ran both operations, These two fellas 

tllately began setting up a secret government from the day they rode Reagan’s coattails 
Washington in early 1981. America has never been the same.' 

e Iran portion of the 1984 Iran-Contra scandal involved the covert illegal sale of 

es and other arms to the Khomeini-led Iranian government during the Iran-Iraq War. 

= eagan and his Secretary of State, George Shultz, announced Operation Staunch 

1 ministrations international campaign to stop all countries from selling arms to the 

i ist state of Iran, what were Baker and our Vice President doing down in the White 
e basement? Selling arms to the Iranians! 

c Contra portion involved arming terrorists who were bombing firms and villages 

raragua. Contras was the romantic term for the counterrevolutionaries of corporate 

icas friend, the iron-fisted dictator Somoza, who had been successful in keeping labor 

at peasant levels for American enterprises in rubber and fruit, but bad been booted 

r 11 ‘leW democrattc movement led by Daniel Ortega. Tie U.S. Congress, after many 
's on arming die Contras, decided against any funding at all. 

ingress passed two initiatives, the Boland Amendments I and II, specifically prohibiting 

.6. involvement In funding or aiding the Contras. It didn’t buy the White House 

lent that Ortega’s Nicaragua was a threat to the United States. In fact, history shows 

lere was never a threat.The stories generated by Raker** and Bush*’ about tbe Soviets 
ting arms to Nicaragua all proved to have been manufactured. [1] 

sh ran a quasi government in Reagan’s basement at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue with a 

staff members, led by Oliver North and his assistant Fawn Hail. Reagan had no idea 

was happening in the covert office below. When the scandal broke. North and Hall 

a week-long covemp by shredding thousands of documents in the White House 
lent. [2j 
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When we take the time to study these two separate impeachable high crimes orchestra 

by the same fellows — Vice President George T LW. Bush**, Chief of Staff to the Presid 

James Baker** and Marine Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North** — we might realize that 

false pointing to Reagan would provide hints about what happened in the case of 9. 

The method of committing an egregious crime and providing a false point away from 

true criminals has worked repeatedly. In the case of Iran-Contra, Bush and Baker sent 

media on a wild goose chase with questions about how much President Reagan knew, 

answer is that he didn't know enough about who was leading him around. Ihcy used 

President as the decoy 

Now, in the year 2012, we see that Bush Senior** and Baker** were the men bel 

the curtain, laying the foundation of our present day Intelligence Community . A fur 

observation is that Bush Junior and Dick Cheney drained our treasury over a span of e 

years and left their successors with a financial disaster. Twelve trillion dollars plus 

normal taxpayer contributions were all spent. They left office just about the time the 

late notice arrived. Good luck, bra. 
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utive Orders 

of historys most successful partnerships has been that between the winners of 

8 Houston Country Club Men’s Tennis Doubles Championship. Of the partners, 

; a 34-year-old Connecticut native and United States Senators son with a narrow 

i becoming President of the United States. The other was a well-connected third- 

ion Houston lawyer, only 28, who would go on to master the superpower game, 

wo would synergize as the world’s most powerful political duo. George Herbert 

Bush and James A. Baker III would evolve into a two-headed power monster. [11 

tty-two years later, in the 1980 Presidential campaign, Bush’s tennis partner 

omc his campaign manager. In a major push for their first shot at the American 

icy, they lost badly to former California Gov. Ronald Reagan. Nevertheless, they 

md a way to take the reins of the real White House agenda and the Treasury for 
: 12 years, 

veagan looked toward the general election against an embattled Jimmy Carter, 

tent voice was emerging from the East Coast upper-crust establishment. Major 

began whispering the name of George Bush and alluding to his amazing ties to 

ombine involving Texas oil, the CIA and Wall Street. Against Reagan’s original 

ons, Bush, who had lambasted him in the primaries by labeling his vision “voodoo 

ics, was chosen as the running mate and the geopolitically balanced ticket won a 
e victory [2] 

the election and before Reagan took the oath of office, a smooth play was made 

resident-elect that would swap out major parts of the Reagan agenda for the plans 

}crs of the Houston and Kenncbunkport country clubs. Ed Meese, Reagan's friend, 

11 ^anager and fellow Californian, was Reagans first choice to be the chief of staff 

le fii st critical move, Reagan was told that Bush’s campaign manager and attorney 

aker would be a better choice because of his expertise in the fine print department, 
ould (in theory) save the new White House many headaches. [3] 

an bought it and on January 15,1981, James Baker slipped into the large White 

ffice while Meese was given a smaller office and the manufactured title of counselor 

resident (with Cabinet rank). Baker, the chief of staff to the president, and Vice 

it Bush now held keys to all of Americas military and intelligence agencies. Tic 

ne lawyer from Americas oil capital and the former head of Central Intelligence 
i the reins of the United States government. [4] 

on the hit list was American labor, ihe Air Traffic Controllers had overwhelmingly 

r Reagan, but were soon dumped and replaced by nonunion workers. Of course, 
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years later, those replacement workers were demanding a union, but the damage had bea 

done and the tone set. Reagan, former head of the Screen Actors Guild, began to app 

confused at his own actions against a union he had vowed to support. 

A silent, confounding shift went unnoticed by most American voters. While Reap 

gave great speeches with positive messages accented with humor and perhaps tliekt 

timing ol any politician in U.S, history Bush and Baker slipped into the White TIw 

basement to build a covert government with CIA**, DEA** and black ops** assets.Toil?, 

this operation is called the Intelligence Community**. 

In the first year of this administration, the revolution began with a most interest 

Executive Order that wras signed by President Reagan; an order handed to him, along# 

an ink pen, by James Baker, it basically gave the Intelligence Community** the autb# 

to do anything they deemed necessary and the legal right to deny these activities* Rcj^ii 

signed the Executive Order 12333 in December of 1981. 

EO 12333, a major alteration to the American Constitution, would lay the founds 

for the revolutionary change. Bush Junior signed another Executive Order in 2004 k 

paved the way lor more defined Intelligence Community authority. EO 13355 insures tit 

all intelligence goes through one man, the Director of National Intelligence, before it 

to the President. What’s tire President going to say when the DNI says he can kill a supe 

terrorist? When the DNI told President Obama in 2011 that ‘‘special ops” was in aposifo 

to capture Osama bin Laden in Pakistan, the President was in a precarious situation! 

said no, he was screwed. Perhaps what he should have said was this: Okay, you have h 

surrounded, lets see some surveillance photos,lets see some proof. 

Today, as a result, the Intelligence Community is basically running the United Ste 

Government. This would be called a revolution away from our Constitution, The pc 

who have made these changes are, by Constitutional definition, domestic enemies, 

“’Domestic enemies of the US* Constitution (regardless of status or position, i 

or present) arc those who manipulate the law or lawmakers to violate the principle 

freedom which our Founders and patriots have fought for[.] [They are those whoj ren 

the safeguards [and rights it contains]. [They are those whoj distort, circumvent, or in 

way threaten the [original intention of the ...] Constitution, minimize fits] sovereigr 

infringe upon state and individual rights, usurp authority, advance [or tolerate] tyrany 

any branch - legislative, executive, or judicial], who conceal or promote [such treasor 

provide immunity or pardons for such.1’ [5] 
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Invisibles 

ter Congress specifically and expressly banned US. funds for the Contras in 1984, we 

ow see that much of the Intelligence Community s** financial issues were solved by 

~ Bandar bin Sultan of Saudi Arabia, As we have seen, Prince Bandar also solved the 

rial issues of the 9/11 hijackers through accounts traced to him at the Riggs Bank in 
ington in 2001. 

a letter that Qllie North** wrote to Prince Bandar (as reported by William Simpson 

)6 in The Prince: The Secret Story of the World's Most Intriguing Royal, Prince Bandar Inn 
?) wre see; 

Ly Friend, 

LXt week, a sum in excess of $20 million will be deposited in the usual account It 

d allow us to bridge the gap between now and when the vote is taken and the funds 
rned on again*” 

fact, those funds from Congress would never be turned on again. North wrote that 

loncy should be used to “redeploy and hide Contra forces/' These forces would be 

red in brutally assaulting the Nicaraguan working class. This new money will provide 

flexibility we have not enjoyed to date' and “help train the forces” (training that Barry 

uas supervising) and volunteers to develop a regular air re-supply operation.” North 

on firmed that it was a deal that was never supposed to he exposed to the light of day; 
us the fact that Saudi Arabia was the key financier,” [1] 

idar was quoted as saying, in The Prince, that he knew this deal was “politically dicey” 

: would testify in front of Congress that Bandar “had sought to keep under wraps 

le in tunneling millions through a Swiss bank account” and “he was promised we 

going to keep it a secret, and we tried.” When the secret was spilled, the Contra 

1 prosecutor started asking embarrassing questions and Bandar refused to cooperate, 
ing diplomatic immunity. Iliads all it took to stop the questioning. [2] 

nee Bandar, on October 21,1986 wrould issue the following statement from the Saudi 
ssv in Washington: 

:udi Arabia is not and has not been involved either directly or indirectly in any 

ry or other support activity of any kind for or in connection with any group or groups 
rned with Nicaragua.” [3 J Oh really? 

igan was quoted as saying, after hearing about the illegal arms shipments, “If such a 
£Cts out, we ll all be hanging by our thumbs in front of the White House.” [4] 
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Believing he had the hill support of the White I louse, Bandar watched the congressic 

hearings on television and the testimony of then National Security Adviser Rol 

McFarlane. Funny things happen when National Security Advisors are placed under o 

they tend to tell the truth McFarlane testified, "It became pretty obvious to the [Sai 

ambassador, that his country would gain a considerable amount of favor, and frankly t 

thought it was the right thing to do; they would provide the support when Congress ci 

[funding for the Contras] off.” 

McFarland continued, llln May or June of 1984, [Seal began the flight from Key V 

on June 6] a ‘foreign’official [he later identified Bandar] offered to donate to the Co 

causer [5] 

Prince Bandar explained in The Prince about the Congressional testimony of his foi 

friend, the National Security Advisor. "He spilled his guts and let me down. The tii 

lied to the media 1 said, 4We have nothing to do with it and America never talked tc 

about if- because that is what he and I agreed to say. I said to him, Look, 1 dont care ^ 

the truth is; if you re going to tell some story, let’s tell it together. If Its a he, then let 

together If it's the truth, then lets tell the same story. But you’re going to kill yourse 

me if we tell different stories.’” [6] 

Bandar continued with his outrage at McFarlane, “And he sits in front of the v 

world in Congress and says, T must confess, Prince Bandar of Saudi Arabia called inc 

day and said, Come on over — we want to help you and the Contras — can wc give 

twenty-five million?"’Bandar continued, lTTc not only lied, because 1 didnt give a c 

about the Contras — 1 didn’t even know where Nicaragua was — but he came to me i 

middle of the night saying,4Look, we need help, etc., etc., and 1 said, bine, hut ha 

president authorized this?’McFarlane said/1 will take you there to see him and he wi 

Thank you,’ ! said,4Fine, that’s all I need.”7 [7] 
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ter James Baker pointed down to North and lesser players, Ollie showed up at 

ressional hearings in his Marine uniform and the bewildered country could only 

very patriotic young soldier who was just doing what his President wished. He was 

ndicted on felony counts and only convicted of three: aiding and abetting in tine 
Lotion of a congressional inquiry, destruction of documents and accepting an illegal 

ty, 181 He was given a three-year prison sentence, which was suspended, a $150,000 

Qd 1 >200 hours of community service. On July 20,1990, however, all the convictions 
overturned by a federal appeals court and the sentences were vacated. 

1996, prize-winning investigative journalist Gary Webb wrote a series for the San 

lercury News that linked Norths project to the CIA and further to the distribution of 

. oeaine in the 1980s into Los Angeles, the profits having been funneled to the Contras. 

found that the influx of Nicaraguan-supplied cocaine had faded the widespread 

epidemic that swept through urban areas. In 1998, CIA Inspector General Frederick 

confirmed much of what Webb had alleged, reporting that Contra-related entities 
ed in the drug trade had been protected from law enforcement by the Reagan-Bush 
ti strati on, [9] 

I December 11,2004, Gary Webb died from two gunshot wounds to die head, shots 
bed in media reports as self-inflicted, an unprecedented feat. [10] 

congressional report on the scandal stated that the administration exhibited “secrecy, 

tion and disdain for the law." [11] Congress noted that President Reagan had been 

.re of most, if not all, of the illicit activity leaving Vice President Bush** and Baker** 

ighest-ranking covert operators. Mysteriously the congressional investigators didn't 

into the Bush claim that he was out of the loop. Large volumes of documents relating 

scandal were destroyed or withheld from investigators by administration officials**, 

the official White House podium churning out confusing disinformation, Reagan 
e labeled as the Teflon president. 

5 U,S- Semitc C^mmittcc on Ft>reign Affiiirs reported in 1988 that members of 
ate Department** “who provided support for the Contras were involved in drug 

ting, and elements of the Contras themselves knowingly received financial and 

al assistance from drug traffickers.5' [12] The Senate Foreign Relations Committee 

9 concluded that senior U.S. policy makers were not immune to the idea that drug 

r was a Perfect solution to the Contras’ funding problems.” [13] 

congressional report, known as the Tower Commission (nicknamed from Texas 

>r John Lower) went on to say that “the Contra drug links included ... payments 

g traffickers by the U.S. State Department of funds authorized by the Congress for 

titarian assistance to the Contras, in some cases after the traffickers had been indicted 

^ral law enforcement agencies on drug charges, in others while traffickers were under 

investigation by these same agencies.” [14] Former DEA agents testified that drug 

ting was conducted with full knowledge of the CIA. The agents farther alleged that 
gations were hindered by U.S. government agencies. [15] 
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Once again, congressional inquiries found alarming criminal evidence against 

surging power in the Intelligence Community**, but for some odd reason, the media re 

to present these issues to the American taxpayer. Is this rcallv a group that you’d w, 

give the keys to the United States Treasury? " 

On January 29, 1997, The Wall Street Journal reported on activities at the 1 

Arkansas, airport that involved then-Goveraor Rid Clinton in a cover-up ofilW 
trading activity. [151 

Mena, Arkansas was the spook hub for unmarked weapons going out and a 
coming in. This led to the 1980s explosion of cocaine and crack. ' ' 

"Ihe article stated: 

, ^Center c4 tie web of speculation spun around Mena (Arkansas) are a few undr 

facts: One of the most successful drug informants in US. history, smuggler Barry Seal 

his air operation at Mena. At the height of his career, he was importing as much as a th 

pounds of cocame per month, and had a personal fortune estimated at more than $50 m 

After becoming an informant for the Drug Enforcement Administration, he worked at let 

with the CIA> in a Sandmista drug sting He was gunned down by Colombian hit men in 
Rouge, La., in 1986A 

Meanwhile, the special prosecutor had been collecting evidence on the scand 

the past six years. It appeared that George Bush and his gang were in deep troubli 

indictments of six oi lus lieutenants. This added to his re-election defeat to Bill Clin 

November spelled doom for George Rush. Finally, we would get them all under oat 

all ot the illegal matters of secret armies, secret cocaine smuggling and all the items v 
sec in the next chapter would have been exposed, 

Butpvouldn’t tou know,on Christmas Eve of1992,shortly before leaving office,Pre 

George VC Bush pardoned all six defendants in die scandal: Elliott Abrams, Du; 
Ckrndge, Alan Fiers, Clair George, Robert C. McFarlane and Caspar W. Weinl 
hlliott Abrams had pleaded guilty to obstructing justice. 

In 2001, President George W. Bush appointed Abrams as Special Assistant 

1 resident and Senior Director on the National Security Council for Near East and 

Alncan Affairs. In 2011, Intelligence insider Steve Pieczenik said that Abrams was ; 

Administration operative in the false flag on 9/11, along with Cheney and Rice. fl6 

John Poindexter had been convicted of multiple felony counts for conspiracy, obstr 
oi justice, lying to Congress, defrauding the government and the alteration and destr 

of evidence; in 2001, President George W. Bush named him his Director of the Inforr 
Awareness Ofhce. 117] 

John Githey/Ollie North can he seen on national television as a Fox News icon 

come within a whisker of being elected U.S. Senator from Virginia in 1994. On 1: 
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ancy Reagan told a reporter that North had lied repeatedly to her husband about 
Contra. [18] 

vrcnce E. Walsh s on the Pardons (New York Times article on December 25, 1992) 
Christmas! 

years after the arms-for-ho stages scandal began to cast a shadow that would darken 

dministrations, President Bush today granted full pardons to six former officials 

nald Reagans Administration, including former Defense Secretary Caspar W. 
erger. 

Weinberger was scheduled to stand trial on Jam 5 [1993] on charges that lie lied to 

ess about his knowledge of the arms sales to Iran and efforts by other countries to help 

vrite the Nicaraguan rebels, a case that was expected to focus on Mr. Weinbergers 

: no*es that contain references to Mr. Bushs endorsement of the secret shipments to 

me remaining facet of the inquiry, the independent prosecutor, Lawrence E. Walsh 

o review a 1986 campaign diary kept by Mr. Bush. Mr. Walsh has characterized the 
mts failure to turn over the diary until now as misconduct. 

;apitated Walsh Efforts 

hi a single stroke, Mr. Bush swept away one conviction, three guilty pleas and two 

ig eases, virtually decapitating what was left of Mr. Walsh's effort, which began in 

VIr. Bushs decision was announced by the White House In a printed statement after 

dent left for Camp David, where he will spend the Christmas holiday. 

Walsh bitterly condemned the Presidents action, charging that “the Iran-contra 
ip, which has continued for more than six years, has now been completed.” 

Walsh directed his heaviest fire at Mr* Bush over the pardon of Mr. Weinberger, 

trial would have given the prosecutor a last chance to explore the role in the affair of 

Reagan officials, including Mr. Bushs actions as Vice President. 

dence of Conspiracy’ 

Walsh hinted that Mr. Bush’s pardon of Mr. Weinberger and the President’s own 

the affair could be related. For the first time, he charged that Mr. Weinberger's notes 

:he secret decision to sell arms to Iran, a central piece of evidence in the case against 

rmer Pentagon chief, included “evidence of a conspiracy among the highest ranking 
1 Administration officials to lie to Congress and the American public.” 

prosecutor charged that Mr. Weinberger’s efforts to hide his notes may have 

ailed impeachment proceedings against President Reagan’and formed part off pattern 

eption and obstruction.” On Dec. 11, Mr. Walsh said he discovered “misconduct” in 

ish s failure to turn over what the prosecutor said were the President s own “highly 

it contemporaneous notes, despite repeated requests for such documents.” 
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Hie notes, in the form of a campaign diary that Mr. Bush compiled after the elect! e> n 

November 1986, arc in the process of being turned over to Mr. Walsh, who said,“In 1 

of President Bushs own misconduct, we are gravely concerned about his decision to par 

others who lied to Congress and obstructed official investigations, (end of passage) 

As for George H.W. Bush, on April 26,1999, a seemingly rather uninteresting e 

took place in Langley, Virginia, when the Central Intelligence Agency’s Headquart* 

were given a new name. Oddly enough, the building was named for a man who had se 

as CI A director only one year. It was named for a man who had been knee-deep in I 
Contra, BCCI and more during his term as Vice President of the United States. As fbj 
celebrated War on Drugs, while Nancy and Ronald Reagan were mounting a cwnpaig 

“just say no” to drugs in the early 1980s, the Bush covert operation was supplying cot 

in epidemic proportions to America with a pipeline from Columbia using contractors 

Barry Seal* 

This is just some of the special activities that were foun d in the Bush-Baker years _ T. 

in Chapter 19, we will see more shocking accounts of bank heists with reports ofarms, 

and dmg smuggling* 
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ial Activities 

hindsight, Barry Seal may have been one of the original members of a very 

sful covert group who haw become the rainmakers of the United States Intelligence 
mnity**. & 

s take a look at the elite unit known as the Special Activities Division**. When we 

:he activities of this group, we learn that they are the thread that connects with every 

if the unvenfiable accounts of 9/11, accounts that produce contradictions and decoys 

rom verifiable evidence. It wc compare the methods and history of this group to 

i in Laden, it is safe to conclude that this group actually has the capability to pull off 

mated aerial attack and blame it on anyone they wish, while bin Laden’s capabilities 

een limited to crude bombings and beheadings. 

oting from passages in the Washington Post series Secret America, we find that 

lecial Activities Division"* is a division of the United States Central Intelligence 

y s National Clandestine Service** responsible for covert operations, black operations 

her Special Activities," including covert political action and paramilitary special 
IOI1K. | 1 | - r 

tlun Special Activities, there are two separate groups: one for paramilitary operations 

lother for political action. The Political Action Group is responsible for covert 

es related to political influence, and psychological and economic warfare. The 

evelopment of technology has added cyber warfare to their mission, A large covert 

urn usually has components that involve many, or -all, of these categories, as well as 

Jitary operations.The division is supervised by the ITS. Secretary of State**. [2] 

dal Operations Group** is the element responsible for paramilitary operations, 

operations include collection of intelligence in hostile countries and regions, and all 

hreat military or intelligence operations with which the US. government does not 

) be overtly associated. As such, members of the unit (called Paramilitary Operations 

s, normally do not carry any objects or clothing (e.g., military uniforms) that would 

tc them with the United States government. If they are compromised during a 

a, the government of the United States may deny all knowledge. [3] 

rial Activities provides the President of the United States with an option when overt 

y and/or diplomatic actions arc not viable or politically feasible and is directly tasked 

President of the United States or the National Security Council at the President’s 

an. This is unlike any other U.S. special mission force. As the action arm of the NCS, 

ecial Activities Division** conducts military direct action missions such as raids, 

bes, sabotage, targeted killings and unconventional warfare. On high profile ops they 
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get romantic names like Seal Team Six, [4] 

The political action group within Special Activities conducts the deniable psycho] 

operations known as Black Propaganda, Propaganda includes leaflets, newsj 

magazines, books, radio, and television, all of which are geared to convey tile U.S. m 

appropriate to the region. In the United States, the most obvious propaganda tool 

News Corporation s Fox News and its perpetual circle of disinformation, [5] 

One of the News Corporations most effective Post 9/11 World tactics is planting \ 

in the Wall Street Journal, the New York Post or the National Geographic Channel, an 

quoting the article and expanding the virus with loose, open discussions on TV talk 

like Harmity or the Factor, Incredibly, the News Corporation has developed a revolvim 

between elected officials, Wall Street and “contributors* to their hundreds of media o 

Karl Rove, Ari Fleischer and all the 9/11 gang arc still there, routinely broadcast 

tens of millions of unsuspecting taxpayers. With sexy anchors and swoooshing souru 

message is obscure but steady: its all Obamas fault and we need to continue the Am 

invasion into Iran, Arabs and Muslims are the real bad people. We must lull them all 

they come over here and kill all of us. The message is insanity. 

These techniques have expanded to cover the Internet as well. They may employ o 

to work as journalists, recruit agents of influence, operate media platforms, plant t 

stories or information in places it is hoped it will come to public attention, or seek tc 

and/or discredit information that is public knowledge. [6l 

One statement that rings true was delivered by former CIA Director William Casi 

his deathbed he wrote,“The CIA has every imaginable media outlet covered.” 17] 

If you’d like to see an Intelligence agent working today, turn on your TV and kno 

the Justice and Foreign Affairs correspondents on all major networks, like Andrea M 

(married to Alan Greenspan) and Pete Williams are getting all their “intelligence”frc 

same exact source: unnamed officials of intelligence** or state** that just happen to 

up covertly with unverifiable reports. I'm not saying these reporters are spies, hut tb 

reading a script prepared at some point by intelligence officials** working out of the C 

Bush Center of Intelligence**. Viewer beware. 

I published a preliminary report (that was written to airline pilots in more tec 

terms) entitled False Flag 9/11, How Bush, Cheney and the Saudis Created the Pos 

World back in August of 2008 and sold the book through Amazon. Almost immcc 

there were a series of “reviews* from supposed readers that completely distorted the 

claiming that the book was about some crazy missile theory or a controlled demo lit 

the WTC towers. Those theories popped up just after 9/11 and continue with som< 

called the 9/11 Truth Movement. I suspect that this entire movement was plain 

the Special Activities** as a “gray” operation. Once planted, we see people spewin 

information about all types of wild theories. It serves a purpose. For every second 

talking about how the buildings fell is a second that they are not talking about how 

planes actually got there or how the Saudi government supported the hijackers. 
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r. all such propaganda efforts, “black7, operations denote those in which the audience is 

“kept ignorant of the source; “white”efforts are those in which the originator openly 

owledges himself; and “gray”operations arc those in which the source is partly but not 
acknowledged. [S] 

Respite the lack of any credible evidence against Khalid Sheikh Mohammed (KSM), 

special Activities Division was directly responsible for the following critical events; 

Ihc capture of KSM in Pakistan; 

Ihc transportation of KSM to torture facilities** around the world; 

flic transportation of KSM to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba**; 

Ihe second-hand Testimony” ot KSM to 9/11 Commission investigators; 

Ihe second-hand ‘confession” of KSM that be was the 9/11 mastermind; 

Ihc 1 S3 documented trips to a "water board to gain this confession. 
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Man Behind The Curtain 

The President was not in Washington on 9/11. This left the Vice President as tt:d 

facto commander of the White House response. In theory, Dick Cheney, a former Dm. 

Secretary was the perfect person at the perfect time. Note that the initial response bi 

fighter jet coverage was quick and competent* Isn't it interesting that when the tactical^ 

began to experience delays, the military went into an inexplicable stall? Most bizarre 

the Presidents attempt to look busy reading 7he Pet Goat with second-graders. Laid 

Vice President claimed he scrambled more fighter jets but when we checked seven sep 

logs of communication and orders, this claim was unfounded and misleading. 11] 

The planning, knowledge and skill required for the mission involved a host of rat 

large and small,basic and highly esoteric. Somehow the hijackers had confidence that! 

could defeat airline security with lethal weapons that would just narrowly pass check) 

scrutiny - as if this matter had been thoroughly tested. 

The most challenging aspect of conducting an air raid against the United Stft 

defeating our blanket of fighter jet coverage. On any given day, in any given timdt 

U.S. fighters may he up and Hying within seconds of New York and Washington. With 

someone on the inside of our top military commanders, it would be impossible toil 

where these fighters would be positioned when the attack commenced* 

Coincidently (or not), no fighters were airborne on the east coast on the morning q5 

But still, the worlds most advanced system of military fighter jets was ready to scar 

at a moments notice, with a variety of lethal missiles capable of taking down any he: 

aircraft in short order. It is impossible to explain why, for two hours, our fighters were 

scrambled to at least intercept and interfere with the raiding planes. As a last re sort .ft 

would require approval from our Commander in Chief**, fighter pilots couid hate 

down any hostile plane heading for a populated area. 
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Decoy 

'v’ ';U ta^e ariothcr run through the 2002 Congressional Joint Inquiry's report with a 

nt ocus. Ihis time, we will see how the Inquiry began on page 3 with a pre-set notion 

ie matter of guilt had long been decided by the Intelligence Community** and that 

i bin Laden was responsible for the attack. We are led to believe that a man with no 

y, armed solely with a vague “fatwa,” was able to defeat a $9 billion a year Intelligence 

lunity within a trillion dollars worth ot U.S, national security. 

us note that someone on the Inquiry was making a case that bin Laden was responsible 

: attack. Someone kept inserting bin Laden as the culprit, and that someone must 

ad a hand in the editing and writing of this report. Later, we will see exactly who 

rson was, but for now, let’s see what was reported. Once we get past the headline, we 

it ting to support the claim that Osama bin Laden defeated, or had any capacity to 

our domestic fighter jet coverage or to plan anything that resembles a coordinated 

ticc we get past the mysterious claims, we see no evidence of his involvement in 

Liming or operational knowledge of the attack. None. 

PSECRET 

una bin Laden’s role in international terrorism had also been 

known for some time before September 11. He initially came to 

ttention of the Intelligence Community** in the early 1990s 

financier of terrorism. However, bin Laden’s own words soon 

ded evidence of the steadily escalating threat to the United States 

d his organization posed. In August 1996, he issued a fatwa - or 

ous decree - authorizing attacks on Western military targets in the 

an Peninsula. In February 1998, bin Laden issued a second fatwa 

Tizmg attacks on U.S. civilian and military personnel anywhere in 

orld. Bin Laden’s fatwas cited the U.S. military presence in Saudi 

a and the Persian Gulf, the Palestinian issue and U.S. support for 
1 as justification for ordering these attacks. (Page 3) 

3 I LAC, - Alter studying the entire report, this paragraph is used (time and again) 

absolute justification that Osama bin Laden was behind 9/11. The Intelligence 

unity s conclusion is based primarily on a fatwa supposedly written to unknown 

:rs of a vague organization. Says who? The Intelligence Community’s** unnamed 

on the bottom of page 3, we get a footnote of sorts about the Anthrax scare that 

Hysteria to an already hysterical scenario, [lj A thousand words of fear are countered 
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TOP BECHET 

To date, no connection has been established between the anttn 
attacks and the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001* 

(Bottom of page 3 in footnote form) 

RED FLAG - If there is no connection to 9/11, then why is this in the report? 

Anthrax that was used to scare the hell out of everyone was actually linked to a U.S.mLli 

lab** in Maryland. |2] But tills report has linked a fatwa writer to anthrax - as pm 

the overall hysteria delivered to the nation. In 2001, Americans were suddenly fee 

vulnerable from a host of new enemies and all types of strange weapons* Fox News repo 

these threats as a real possibility every single day from 9/11 until the American inva 

of Iraq, [3] 

For the next 100 pages we get “intelligence from the Intelligence Community** 

frightening quotes about a “new breed of terrorism, violent Islamic cells, not linked to 

specific country but united in anti-American zeal. 

TOP SECRET 

In January 1996, the Counterterrorist Center CCTC) * * - which 
been established at CIA* * in 1986 (Reagan-Bush Administration* 
created a special unit that was dedicated to focusing on bin Iiaden 
his associates. The unit * * quickly determined that he was more th 
terrorist financier, and it * * soon became a hub for expertise on bin 
and for operations directed against his terrorist network, al-Qs 
Officials from the unit* *, which started with about 16 CIA officer 
and grew to about 40 officers* * from throughout the Intellig 
Community* * prior to September 11, 2011, had unprecedented acce 
senior agency officials * * and White House policymakers * * .n <Pagj 

RED FLAG - This confirms that the CTC** and the CIA Bin Laden Unit" 

actually Intelligence Community** operations under White House control. Fc 

remainder of the report, heavy quotes f rom these two CIA units are used to counte 

held agents' reports. This report goes down a road to pinning all types of attacks c 

Laden, without mentioning any specific operational evidence. None. 
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nicest Link 

'exMkwh™ ST? °r ■?* '54 °f'h' CongressionylJoint Inquiry, report, 

H^ for“1^Bvdy™^f<^P»r»gnlpl. seen,,„ entitled: 
iSC ASalnst Bm Laden- The case is a bread sandwich. 

OP SECHET 

l»e Case Against Bin Laden 

the days following the September 11 attacks, the FBI* * received 

ot these the^Br^* surveaiance of the Malaysia meeting. 
Bureau * * also i* Earned, was a photograph of Khallad, 

Had by the joint ed3 January 2001 Photo identification of 
^t to bf^ S, /MI aSSet had beea ^taken. The person ght to be Khallad was actually Nawaf al-Hazmi. 

conclusionthatKhalladhadattendedthemeeting was nonetheless feet 

rter 
m September, the FBI** prepared an analysis of bin 

rtmen?*0*1^ Ty *" ““ SePtember 11 attacks to he^p the State 
ktment develop a “white paper” that could be shared with foreign irtment 

rnments: 

SCIiSSrjS."*** “• ™* • 1— developed 
concluded) wild, points to 

. .. ^ Qaida as the perpetrators of this attach. By wav of 

“lyrist T -*» » huowu7.uT.r d- 
instrateeoiohit^eu!l.',,lda “rr°risl **•* ralluMe Information 
instrates orchestrated the attack on USS Cole and who was involved 
> planning of the East Africa embassy bombings 

a two hijackers were al-Mihdhar and al-Hazmi. The senior al-Qaida 

hdh^STll h The+PlaCetheymet was Malaysia. The facts linking 

“ c“he case *° “» ““ hcceiJ 
aMUmt hh? l - • madeto governments around 

laciTpadflM) ** *» «“ Septemher 
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RED FLAG - Compelling evidence? They pin 9/11 on bin Laden because a guy! 

may have known was at a meeting with suspected terrorists in Malaysia, This is the:£S 

Where’s the aviation expert, or tactical planners, or any operational evidence? There aid 

pages in the report linking Saudi Intelligence directly to the hijackers and this is alllk 

found on El in Laden. 

As we have seen earlier, these are the same two hijackers (Mihdhar and Hazmijd 

were receiving checks from Saudi Prince Bandars wife’s account at the Washing to n-h 

Riggs Bank'"*. This opens a can of worms, 

In 2002, FBI held agents reported an interesting link straight to the top of the h 

government. The held agents discovered that the same Saudi Government agent, Oc 

Bayou mi, who met two hijackers in Los Angeles and became their logistical haac 

th roughou t their preparation, had opened bank accounts for two hijaeke rs at the Washing 

based Riggs bank. About two weeks after the accounts were opened, Bayou mi's wifebej 

receiving huge monthly payments from another Riggs account belonging to Saudi Pi 

Bandar’s wife's. Red Flag. [1] 

When wc follow the money that funneled to the 9/11 hijackers, we see that it origin: 

from high officials of the Saudi Arabian government through accounts at Riggs, Woul 

you know, the storied Riggs Bank, which opened in 1836 and was the bank of eh oh 

twenty-three U.S. Presidents, world leaders and notorious dictators, abruptly shut ^ 

in 2005 when the FBI started probing Prince Bandars frequent withdrawals of a mil 

dollars or more. The bank, founded by members of an Ivy League secret society, survivtc 

Civil War but the connections to Saudis and 9/11 took them down. [2] 

Now, let’s find their evidence against Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, the American nr 

convicted “mastermind” who is being held at Guantanamo Bay**. 

Ihe first mention of KSM comes on page 29: 

TOP SECRET 

Finally, an early summer 3001 Intelligence Community* * re] 
stated that Khalid Shaykh Mohammed - the senior al-Qaida official' 
has been identified as the mastermind of the September 11 attaci 
was recruiting individuals to travel to the United States and enga£ 
planning terrorist-related activity there, 

(page 39) 

RED FLAG “They call KSM a senior al Qaeda official identified as the 9/11 master 

If you repeat that the world is fiat a million times, it does not make it flat. Hi is is wh 

see evidence that the Intelligence Community** continued setting up their decoys it 

2001, while special activities knew the attack was in “go mode”, when the hijackers \\ 

the final stages of flight training. 
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irly every time we see mention of KSM by the Intelligence Community**, there is a 

rate effort to hot-wire him as the 9/11 mastermind. But when researching evidence 

involvement, there s a biography about a guy who graduated from North Carolina 

so, therefore he’s hot-wired as the 9/11 mastermind. 

s also been blamed by the Intelligence Community** for the murder of New York 

journalist Daniel Pearle. The evidence: KSM is a suspect based on a gruesome 

rraph of an unidentified man, bolding Pearle’s severed head by the hair. The photo 

hows a hand, supposedly of the executioner. One Philippine'investigator claimed 

le hand in the PicTLlre resembled the hand of KSM. Therefore, we are to believe, that 

splits time between chopping off heads and figuring fuel calculations for Boeing 767 

: s take a look at the most detailed evidence on KSM. It’s there on page 30,where KSM 

is very own paragraph and once again we see an effort to label him the mastermind: 

ip SECRET 

lalid Shaykh Mohammad 

Prior to September 11, the Intelligence Community* * had 
mation linking Khalid Shaykh Mohammad (KSM), now recognized 
ie Intelligence Community* * as the mastermind of the attacks, to 
■aden, to terrorist plans to use aircraft as weapons, and to terrorist 
ity in the United States. The Intelligence Community* *, however, 
;ated KSM to rendition target status following his 1996 indictment 
nnection with the Bojinka Plot and, as a result, focused primarily on 
(cation, rather than his activities and place in the al-Qaida hierarchy. 
Community* also did not recognize the significance of reporting 
me 8001 concerning KSM’s active role in sending terrorists to the 
ed States, or the facilitation of their activities upon arriving in 
Jnited States. Collection efforts were not targeted on information 
t KSM that might have helped better understand al-Qaida plans nwrt 
itions, and KSM’s role in the September 11 attack was a surprise 
e Intelligence Community* *. (According to information obtained 
le Intelligence Community* * from several sources after September 
1001, KSM - also known as “Muktar” (Arabic for “the Brain”) - 
;ermindedthe September 11 attacks. 
'age 30 in bold print) 

D FLAG Muktar the brain? Are you kidding? Now read that last sentence again 

reck where this information (evidence) originates - who exactly are the sources? They 

rveral sources” without naming any. 

w below, we see the Intelligence Community** tell a doozie of a story that has no 
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TOP SECRET 

The information indicates that KSM presented a plan to (s. a.: 
bin Laden to mount an attack using small rental aircraft 
explosives. Osama bin Laden reportedly suggested using evm^r 
planes. Thus, the idea of hijacking commercial airliners toolfcc 
Thereafter, KSM reportedly instructed and trained the hyaclsrs 
their mission, including directing them to undergo flight training 

(page 31) 

RED FLAG - Apparently KSM, or Muktar the Brain, and bin Laden are tighis t 

comedy script? They say KSM trained the hijackers? Where? How? This passing k\is 

an intention to simply use airliners is the equivalent to having it done. But this is faju 

real evidence of KSM related to pilot training is missing. As this un-sourced he--vA 

bin Laden continues, we sec on the next page a continuation of vague evidence: “lale 

the Bojinka Plot in the Philippines, “connected” to the first World Trade Center •am 

“might have” been involved in the East Africa embassy bombing. 

The Bojinka Plot sounds scary; an ambitious plan, according to intelligent £Ec. 

to place bombs on twelve jumbo trans-Pacific airliners. But there was a typical pro1 

While these terrorists were making the bombs in Manilla, they burned down tie part 

and this Bojinka Plot was thwarted. According to the Intelligence Community*, 

was “connected” to the plot but, as usual, there is no evidence that he was anytfiere 

Manilla. Our super-terrorist, according to the Intelligence Community**, thu m 

miraculous leap from a failed airline bombing to actually hying four airliners is b 

Really? The next terror event “linked” to ab Qaeda was back to lighting off a stoe 1 

which failed, followed by a hostage decapitation, followed by an underwear bcob, ’ 

failed, followed by a five gallon propane tank “bomb” that was left in a car rearr 

Square, which also failed The media gave all these ominous titles: Christmas Da? Roi 

was the underwear job, the Times Square Bombing was the propane job and the'oml 

never made it anywhere close to the airport was the Bonjika Plot. Between th&e ft 

thanks to Muktar the Brain, they hijacked commercial passenger airliners and defeat 

entire national security system. 

Outstanding! What s next? Maybe they can hijack the Space Shuttle and start sh 

at us from outer space. 

On page 31, we get a summary of KSM in a report disseminated by all Intel 

Community agencies**, military commanders, and components in the Treasury 

Justice Departments** emphasizing KSM's ties to bin Laden as well as his continum 

to the United States. 
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OP SECRET 

le report explained that KSM appears to be one of Bin Laden’s most 
i;ed lieutenants and was active in recruiting people to travel outside 
.ighanistan, including to the United States, on behalf of bin Laden, 
crding to the report* *, he traveled frequently to the United States, 
udrng as recently as May 2001, and routinely told others that he 
4 arrange their entry into the United States as well. 

eportedly, these individuals were expected to establish contact 
icolieagues already there. The clear implication of his comments, 
trdmg to the report* * was that they would be engaged in planning 
onst-related activities. 
Page 31) 

FD 1 LAG - It is possible and feasible that K.SM may have actually been doing what 

recru*t*n8 people for the attacks and having some role in getting them to the 

''' States. But after all this relatively believable account, the Inquiry called the bluff at 
ettom of page 31: 

]P SECRET 

either the CIA* * or FBI* * has been able to confirm whether vs'iur 
*i fact been traveling to the United States or sending recruits here 
rto September 11. 
Page 31) 

^ | Just w^cn wc thought we had something of consequence, we learn that 

0 r le asserdons made by the Intelligence Community** can be verified. There were 

!0 tog rap s of KSM in the U.S., no plane tickets or customs or immigration records 

ited. there's little wonder why the Administration** didn’t want to try him in a U.S. 

ourt’ ^lcre *s no evidence and he would not he convicted. Even worse, if they found 

nnocent, the president** and his vice president** could be tried for war crimes. 
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Electronic Hide And Seek 

Before any commercial airliner is dispatched tor flight,primary and. back-up elect 

transponders must be operational. Hie transponders are a major part of the air traffic cc 

system, relaying an electronic signal through an antenna on the aircraft that is recog 

by ATC radar. Each flight is assigned a four digit code that pilots dial in prior to dtp; 

which transmits all the pertinent flight information to ATC controllers - flight nu 

type of aircraft, ground speed, altitude, cleared route, departure airport and destir 

- in one easy-to-read block on the controllers screen. The four pilot/hijackers had 

specifically trained to turn off the transponders immediately after commandeerin 

craft, a move that was designed to create initial confusion in a deadly game of hid 

seek against the ATC and military defense systems. 

Based on expected routine radio calls to ATC that never came because the two 

had been murdered, we know that AA11 was hijacked at 8:14 a.m. As in all four at 

evidence indicates that the cockpit was stormed, the pilots were killed with box cuttei 

the passengers were herded to the back of the plane under direct force, mace, bomb tl 

bloodshed and panic, [1] 

Tire hijackers knew that the autopilot would be engaged, so they could pull the pile 

of their seats without losing control of the craft. There was one pilot on each hijacker 

of five (or four, in the case of United 93); the remaining four (or three) were muscle 

Evidence indicates that each plane was under the hijackers' control within five m 

after the cockpit was stormed* [2] 

In the case of AA11, by 8:21 a.m, Mohamcd Atta was in the captain seat just 22 m 

after takeoff from Boston and in control of the aircraft. We know this because just 1 

the Boeing 767 turned south on a course for New York, the transponder was sw: 

off and ATC instantly lost AAll s data on their radar screens. There was still a bs 

“primary” radar return reflecting off the airplane; the controllers would simply tag die 

aircraft and manually enter the aircrafts i den tiff cation. No one was expecting the at: 

to deviate from its cleared route over the vicinity of Albany and make a screaming b 

for the World Trade Center. [3] 
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Alcdia Bamboozle 

5 bamboozle began within hours of the attacks, before anyone could think straight. 

>ut presenting a shred of evidence, the A merican news media, led bv Rupert Murdoch’s 

ews, began injecting the 9/11 virus: corrupted information that this was the work of 

a bin Laden and a frightening “network* of terror* 

e cILllt'k spread of this virus was understandable; the terrorists were quickly labeled 

trly even- senior member of the Bush Administration** and every major news media 

owever, no media analysts bothered to address the miraculous leap from previous 

eda attacks.The widespread assumption ofal-Qaeda responsibility dovetailed perfectly 

aew injections of fear; as the administration spread the mysterious Anthrax scare 

is in formation about weapons of mass destruction that were supposedly intended for 

Lea, the Bush Administration** warned us to brace for farther “spectacular" attacks. 

course America was afraid. If a terrorist organization could tmlv select the perfect 

ncs for their mission, slip 19 Arabic-speaking suicidal maniacs and two dozen 

■ns t rough airport security, murder four flight crews, take and hold hostages at bay 

P oting four immensely complicated Boeing jetliners from high altitude to a low- 

I pIJclsion air strikc aftcr navigating for hundreds of miles straight to the nation’s 

an ^ military headquarters without being shot down by a blanket of military 

re, what could they not do? Instead, after we take a collective breath and realize that 

tore or since 9/11 has al-Qaeda ever executed anything more sophisticated than their 
Lire crude bombings. 

s new administration had broken the code. 

: C°de WM tllat money b<”Jght Ac greatest dictator of all, commercial television time, 

gh a one-way flow of persuasion, strategically scripted and delivered with moving 

:s and (lubbed wlth base drums, to millions of working (taxed) Americans, a message, 
essage can be sold. 

E mdless barraSc of television time during the 2004 election made John Kerry a 

hi veteran with three Purple Hearts look like a headline grabbing coward while a guy 

cm AWOL from his Texas Air National Guard unit, a swashbuckling hero, capable 
ling the world [1] 

die entiic case of Osama bin Laden, from his formal introduction on September llt 

mtil his media death on May 2p 2011, not one American has heard a single word 

ited to this person. Not one solid piece of evidence has ever been presented in a court 

i not one plausible explanation as to how bin Laden was able to defeat all elements 
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of U.S. national security. Act, a vast majority of Americans are somehow convincet 

Osama bin Laden was the evil force behind the 9/11 attacks. 

Ihc bamboozle is a concoction of media reported events. Wc have been told a tho 

times that lie was “behind” the attacks. We were shown videos of him shooting e 

We have seen him in a gold robe. We have heard through an Intelligence Com mu 

interpretation that he admitted to the attack. We have seen the photos of him walk 

the mountains. Wc have been told that al Qaeda has a press secretary who sends out 

releases. Most American taxpayers know this as common knowledge, as fact. 

But when we take a closer look, wc see an entirely different picture,The Washingtoi 

reported on May 25,2010 that a psych-ops group** within the Special Activities Divi 

was caught producing fake bin Laden videos. [1] They also traced the ahQaeda 

releases to a U.S. intelligence contractor** called SI TE**,an interesting liaison betwei 

White House** and Fox News**. [2] 

SITE, an acronym of Search for International Terrorist Entities, is actually a Pen 

sub-contractor that seems to be al Qaedas press department. When we hear that al ( 

has released a statement, its actually coming through SITE. Who knows where til- 

information? [3] 

SITE has released 29 audio messages and three videos, supposedly of Osama bin I 

rhe last video in 2007 was so ridiculously obvious, that they just stuck with audio? 

they could fake his death. The Post article reported that our friends at special act 

were making propaganda films, using one of our 'darker’ members to play [super-ter: 

Osama bin Laden. ”[3] 

The last tape released to the national media was of a man that SITE** claime 

Osama bin Laden. The tape was “frozen” for all but three minutes while an Link 

interpreter** told us what he supposedly said. Later, we learned that this SITE** grot 

by Rita Katz, had sent this tape to several officials in the Executive Branch** before th 

was released by “al-Qaeda. “ Oops. [4] 

After a small amount of media speculation directed toward bin Ladens physical be 

which included a dyed black beard, a differently shaped face and smaller hands, all 

American networks reported to millions of taxpayers that U.S. Intelligence officials 

confirmed that the tape was really Osama bin Laden. [6j 

Consider the raid that supposedly killed bin Laden. Americans have not been afi 

one piece of evidence that confirmed that he was ever in the raided house or one pi 

evidence that he was killed. There was no trial, no jury, no judge, just a claim that origi 

deep within the Intelligence Community** and reported in a month-long media h 

fact. 

The following day, the national news reported that al Qaeda released a statement v- 

revenge for “bin Laden’s” death. The bamboozle is that al Qaeda doesn’t really have a 

department. 
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: residents of the town where the raid transpired never saw bin Laden. The head of 

Jan isputed the raid and said that bin Laden had died long ago and was buried in 

nar e £ra-ve i° the Afghan mountains. [4] An obituary of bin Laden was published 

mstani newspaper in December of 2001. [5] But still the Intelligence Community** 

evinced nearly everyone that they actually killed him in 2011. 

Wigh the Intelligence Community** claimed they had watched the raided house for 

^ they could not produce one iota of proof; not one surveillance photo, not one voice 

ng, not a body, nothing. Yet, as in all media reports concerning bin Laden, the claim 

porte^ as fact in all major media stories. It was a coordinated message trumpeted on 

ts of every major American newspaper. Fox News was in a state of euphoria. 

■idem Obama said that he was 50/50 that the intelligence he had received from the 

8=nce Community” was accurate. What if the 50/50 evidence, the same chance as 

oss, was actually tails instead of heads. How would we ever know? My calculation, 

a years of research Is that the actual chances of the 9/11 “architect” (bin Laden’s final 

c) eing in that house was a solid 0/100,1 don't know who they killed, if anyone 

^asnt the architect of 9/11. 


